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In this thesis, we discuss a one-way ANOVA problem, a two-way ANOVA prob-
lem, and a two-sample Behrens-Fisher problem for functional data. In Chapter 2,
we propose and study a new global test for the one-way ANOVA problem for
functional data. It is obtained via globalizing the usual pointwise F -test. The
asymptotic random expression of the test statistic is derived and the asymptotic
power of the proposed test is investigated. We show, via a simulation study, that
the proposed test is more powerful than two existing testing procedures adopted
for the one-way ANOVA problem for functional data when the data are moderately
and less correlated.
In Chapter 3, we investigate the two-way ANOVA problem for functional data.
When the Gaussian assumption is valid, we propose an F -type test, and when the
Gaussian assumption is not valid, we propose an L2-norm test. To account for the
unequal cell sizes, a weight system is incorporated naturally. It is shown that the
Summary vii
test of interaction eects is invariant to the weight system. The null distributions
and the asymptotic powers of the proposed tests are derived. The two proposed
tests are compared via simulations. A real data example is used to illustrate the
methodologies.
The two-sample Behrens-Fisher problem for functional data is addressed in
Chapter 4. We propose an L2-norm test for this problem. The distributions of
the test statistic under the null hypothesis and a sequence of local alternatives are
derived. When the two functional samples have the same covariance function, some
existing testing procedures for functional data can be adaptively applied. However,
when this assumption is violated, we demonstrate, via a simulation study, that the
eect of unequal covariance functions can be very signicant. The methodologies





i:i:d: independently and identically distributed.
d
= identically distributed.
In identity matrix of size n.
1n a vector of size n with all elements being 1.

 Kronecker product.
P ! convergence in probability.
d ! convergence in distribution.
approx: approximately distributed.
asym asymptotically distributed.
a:s: ! convergence almost surely.
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Functional Linear Model
Functional data analysis, which is generally dierent from the classical multi-
variate data analysis, has received much attention in statistics in the last three
decades. Functional data consist of functions, which are smooth and usually with
noise corrupted. As modern technology develops, this kind of functional data are
frequently observed. For example, if the temperatures of one city are continuously
recorded in a year, the records will form a curve over time. In functional data anal-
ysis, linear models are used most widely in physics, medical science and economics.
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Functional linear models are usually described as:
yi(t) = x
T
i (t) + i(t); i(t)
i:i:d: RP(0; ); t 2 T ; i = 1; 2;    ; n; (1.1)
where yi(t), i = 1; 2;    ; n, are the response functions, xi are the time independent
p-dimensional covariates,  = [1(t);    ; p(t)]T is the p-dimensional vector of
coecient functions, i(t) are the subject-eects which are random processes with
mean 0 and covariance function (s; t), and T = [a, b],  1 < a < b < 1 is
the support of the design time points. If we dene y(t) = [y1(t); y2(t);    ; yn(t)]T ,
X = [x1;x2;    ;xn]T and (t) = [1(t); 2(t);    ; n(t)]T , model (1.1) can also
be written in a compact form as:
y(t) =X(t) + (t): (1.2)
For these models, researchers are most interested in testing the eect of some pa-
rameters. The following sections will provide an overview to some special functional
linear models and the hypothesis testing problems.
Unlike in classical linear models, the observations and parameters in functional
linear models are all smoothed functions and the subject-eects are usually modeled
as realizations of a random process. These functions usually fall on some nite
intervals. In practice, it is not possible to observe functions continuously. Rather
they are observed at a grid of design time points so that the realized functional
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data satisfy the following model:
yi(tij) = x
T
i (tij) + i(tij) + i(tij); j = 1;    ; ni; i = 1; 2;    ; n; (1.3)
where i(tij) are the noise terms. Fortunately, individual functions can be re-
constructed based on the observed discrete functional data via some popular s-
moothing techniques such as regression splines (Eubank 1999), smoothing splines
(Wahba 1990, Green and Silverman 1994), P-splines (Ruppert, Wand, and Carroll
2003), local polynomial smoothing (Wand and Jones 1995, Fan and Gijbels 1996)
among others. Each smoothing technique has its own strength and weakness but
for reconstructing functional data from dense discrete observations, the dierence
among the four major smoothing techniques is not a concern. Zhang and Chen
(2007) demonstrated how to reconstruct the individual functions from a discrete
functional data set using local polynomial smoothing. They showed that under
some mild conditions, the eects of substitutions of the individual functions with
their local polynomial reconstructions can be ignored asymptotically. Therefore, in
the following chapters, we always assume that the functional samples are observed
continuously for easy presentation.
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1.2 Hypothesis Testing Problems for Functional
Data
One-way ANOVA is a special and important case of functional linear models.
Ramsay and Silverman (2002) provided some insights to functional data. They
proposed a pointwise F -test for functional one-way ANOVA when they studied
the Canadian Climate data (1982). One advantage of the pointwise F -test, as
pointed out by them, is that the exact distribution of the test statistic is easy to nd
where on any point of the support, the test statistic is F -distributed. However, this
pointwise F -test also has some limitations because it is time-consuming to conduct
the test on every point when the number of time points is large. Moreover, when
we want to make a global decision, this kind of test is not favorable. Cuevas,
Febrero, and Fraiman (2004) also studied one-way ANOVA for functional data.
They proposed an F -type test and adopted a bootstrap method to approximate
the null distribution of a test statistic which is transformed from their F -type
test statistic. This test, unfortunately, is also time-consuming, especially when
the sample size is large. Fan and Lin (1998) proposed an adaptive Neyman test
for functional data from stationary Gaussian processes. More detailed review of
previous work on functional one-way ANOVA model will be given in Chapter 2.
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For functional ANOVA, more complicated designs are also of interest. Cuesta-
Albertos and Febrero (2010) proposed a random-projection based testing procedure
to handle a two-way ANOVA problem for functional data. The key idea of their
method is to project a functional data set onto k randomly-generated directions
separately so that the associated two-way ANOVA problem reduces to k univari-
ate two-way ANOVA problems. These k resulting univariate two-way ANOVA
problems can be solved using existing two-way ANOVA procedures. This random-
projection testing procedure is easy to understand and fast to compute and it may
be extended to higher-way ANOVA for functional data in a straightforward way.
However, several diculties may be encountered when one implements this proce-
dure. For example, when the original functional data are not Gaussian and/or not
homogeneous, the resulting univariate data are also not normal and/or homoge-
neous. To overcome these problems, Cuesta-Albertos and Febrero (2010) adopted
the rank-based procedure proposed by Brunner et al (1997) for a nonparametric
two-way Behrens-Fisher problem. Another diculty is how to summarize the k
two-way ANOVA results since the k results may be not consistent. To solve this
problem, Cuesta-Albertos and Febrero (2010) dened a p-value via adopting Ben-
jamini and Yekutieli's (2001) false discovery rate procedure to summarize the k
test results. The last diculty is how to choose k, the number of random projec-
tions. Cuesta-Albertos and Febrero (2010) suggested to set k = min(30; d) where
d is the dimension of the original functional data. Notice that Brunner et al 's
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(1997) procedure aims to handle a two-way ANOVA problem about the distribu-
tion functions (other than the cell means only) at all the cells in a two-way layout.
This implies that this random-projection based procedure can be liberal (rejecting
too much) since the test is signicant as long as the cell distribution functions are
dierent even though the cell mean functions are actually the same.
Faraway (1997) pointed out the limitation of using traditional multivariate
methodologies to handle functional hypothesis testing problem. He showed that,
to use the multivariate approach, the data are better to be collected equally s-
paced in the their support T for each curve. Faraway (1997) stated that as the
number of time points increased, the likelihood ratio test would be dominated by
unimportant variation directions and lose power. Other tests also bears this situa-
tion such as Lawley-Hotelling trace test, Barlett-Nanda-Pillai trace test and Roy's
maximum root test. Faraway (1997) considered comparing two nested functional
linear models:
H0 : y(t) =X11(t) + (t) versus H1 : y(t) =X11(t) +X22(t) + (t); (1.4)
whereX1 is nq full rank matrix, X2 is n (p q) matrix, andX = (X1;X2) is
full rank. Equivalently, the above problem is to test if 2(t) = 0. Faraway (1997)
essentially proposed an L2-norm based test:











[yi(t)  y^Fi (t)]2dt, and
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y^Ri (t) and y^
F
i (t) denote the estimators of yi(t) under H0 and H1 respectively. He
proposed a bootstrap method to approximate the null distribution of SSH. Shen
and Faraway (2004) proposed an F -type test for (1.4):
Fn =
SSH=(p  q)
SSEF=(n  p) : (1.6)
Shen and Faraway (2004) showed that the numerator and denominator of Fn are








where Ar and Br are independent random variables with Ar  2p q and Br2n p.
Further, according to Satterthwaite (1941), a 2-mixture T can be approximated
by the distribution of a random variable R  c2d with c and d determined via
matching the rst two moments of T and R. This method is called the Welch-
Satterthwaite 2-approximation. By this method, the F -type test can be approx-
imated by a usual F random variable. Shen and Faraway (2004) adopted a naive
method to estimate the degrees of freedom of the F random variable. The estimat-
ed degrees of freedom are truncated to the closest integers for easy applications.
With the development of statistical softwares, non-integer degrees of freedom are
also acceptable in statistical computations.
Zhang and Chen (2007) studied the L2-norm test for the general hypothesis
testing problem for functional linear models (1.2). The hypothesis problem is
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presented as:
H0 : C(t) = c(t); versus H1 : C(t) 6= c(t); (1.8)
where C is a given q  (p + 1) full rank matrix and c(t) = [c1(t);    ; cq(t)] is a




[C^(t)]T [C(XTX) 1CT ][C^(t)]dt: (1.9)
They also derived that Tn is a 
2-mixture and proposed a direct simulation method
to nd the approximate null distribution of Tn. One of the main contributions of
Zhang and Chen (2007), as we mentioned above, is that they showed that under
some mild conditions, the eect of the substitution of the underlying individu-
al functions with the associated reconstructed smooth curves is ignorable. For






T (In   PX)y(t)dt=(n  k) ; (1.10)
where k is the rank of X and n is the sample size. It is shown that the numer-
ator and denominator of Fn are both 
2-mixtures and they can be approximated
with 2 random variables via Welch-Satterthwaite 2-approximation. Thus the
null distribution of Fn can be approximated by an F random variable. Zhang
(2011a) adopted a bias-reduced method to estimate the degrees of freedom of the
F random variable and he also showed via a simulation study that the bias-reduced
method outperforms the naive method used in Shen and Faraway (2004) when the
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functional data were almost uncorrelated and the two methods perform similarly in
other cases. Zhang (2011a) also derived the asymptotic power of the test statistic
under a sequence of local alternatives as:
H1n : C(t)  c(t) = n =2d(t); (1.11)
where 0 <  < 1 is a constant value and d(t) is a xed vector of functions.
Zhang (2011a) also showed that the test is
p
n-consistent under some regularity
conditions. It is novel in terms of asymptotic properties of the F -type test which
is not studied before. Compared to the L2-norm test, the F -type test relies on the
Gaussian assumption of the subject-eects because the numerator and denominator
may be not independent if this Gaussian assumption is violated. Thus it is not
guaranteed that the F -type test is applicable for non-Gaussian functional data.
For all the hypothesis testing problems discussed in the previous sections, the
observed functional curves have same covariance functions. The problem of testing
the equality of the means of k independent samples when the covariance structures
are not assumed to be homogeneous is called as a k-sample Behrens-Fisher prob-
lem. This problem is quite challenging since it has not yet been well addressed. In
univariate/multivariate data analysis, this problem has been widely studied. How-
ever, in functional data analysis, less attention has been paid. When the covariance
functions of the k samples are dierent, the equal-covariance F -type test (Shen and
Faraway 2004, Zhang 2011a) and the L2-norm based test (Faraway 1997, Zhang
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and Chen 2007) may perform poorly. This problem may be solved by the boot-
strap method proposed in Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman (2004) or by the random
projection based procedure proposed in Cuesta-Albertos and Febrero (2010).
Among all the articles mentioned above, the functional linear models only con-
sist of functional responses and parameters but the covariates are time-independent.
However, in many scientic research settings, the covariates may also be time-
dependent. Xu, Shen, Yang and Shoptaw (2011) proposed a quasi-F test for this
kind of functional linear models. They applied a numerical method and a 2-
approximation method to nd the null distribution of their test statistic. This
quasi-F test is easy to use and it does not require that the covariates are xed
or functional. There are still some limitations of their method. Firstly, as the
quasi-F test is the averaged weight of the pointwise F -test where the weights are
proportional to the estimated covariance function pointwisely, it requires a lot of
observations on each time point to estimate the covariance function accurately.
Secondly, the quasi-F test requires that the data are collected on equally spaced
time points for each curve. In addition, the asymptotic power of the quasi-F test
is not studied. Further research on this direction is interesting and warranted but
it is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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1.3 Work Done in the Thesis
The main aim of the thesis is to study some hypothesis testing problems for
functional data, including the following three topics.
(1) We studied one-way ANOVA for functional data, via globalizing the point-
wise F -test. The approximated null distribution and asymptotic power of
the test statistic are obtained. This method is dierent from the work by
Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman (2004). The details are given in Chapter 2.
(2) We studied two-way ANOVA for functional data. We proposed and studied
an F -type test and an L2-norm based test. The approximated null distri-
butions and asymptotic powers of the two tests are obtained and studied
for Gaussian and non-Gaussian functional data. The methodologies are
dierent from the random-projection based procedure proposed by Cuesta-
Albertos and Febrero (2010). The details are given in Chapter 3.
(3) We studied a two-sample Behrens-Fisher problem for functional data. The
work is also dierent from the one by Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman (2004)






Given k independent functional samples:
yi1(t); yi2(t);    ; yini(t)  GP(i; ); t 2 T ; i = 1; 2;    ; k; (2.1)
where T = [a; b] with  1 < a < b < 1 is a given nite interval and GP(; )
denotes a Gaussian process with mean function (t); t 2 T and covariance function
(s; t); s; t 2 T , it is often interesting to test the equality of the k mean functions:
H0 : 1(t) = 2(t) =    = k(t); t 2 T ; (2.2)
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against the usual alternative that at least two mean functions are not equal. The
above problem is known as the k-sample testing problem or the one-way ANOVA
problem for functional data.
For the above one-way ANOVA problem, the k mean functions are often de-
composed as i(t) = 0(t) + i(t); i = 1; 2;    ; k; where 0(t) is the grand mean
function and i(t); i = 1; 2;    ; k are the k main-eect functions so that (2.2) is
often equivalently written as the problem for testing the equality of the main-eect
functions: H0 : 1(t) = 2(t) =    = k(t); t 2 T :
For testing the one-way ANOVA problem (2.2), some interesting work have
been done in the literature. The L2-norm based test and the F -type test proposed
and studied by Faraway (1997), Shen and Faraway (2004), Zhang and Chen (2007),
and Zhang (2011a) may be adopted; see Section 2.2 for some details. The most
related literature is due to Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman (2004) who proposed and
studied an L2-norm based test directly for (2.2). Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman
(2004) derived the random expression of their test statistic and approximated the
null distribution by a parametric bootstrap method via re-sampling the Gaussian
processes involved in the limit random expression of the test statistic under the
null hypothesis. Although their method worked reasonably well in their numerical
implementation, Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman (2004) noted that their parametric
bootstrap test is very time-consuming. In this chapter, we aim to develop a new
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test based on globalizing the pointwise F -test, namely, the GPF test.
The pointwise F -test for (2.2) was proposed by Ramsay and Silverman (2005),
naturally extending the classical F -test to the context of functional data analysis.
Its test statistic is dened as:
Fn(t) =
SSRn(t)=(k   1)
SSEn(t)=(n  k) ; (2.3)
where and throughout, n =
Pk
i=1 ni denotes the total sample size, SSRn(t) =Pk




j=1[yij(t)  yi:(t)]2; denote the point-











j=1 yij(t) are the sample grand mean function and the sample
group mean functions respectively. As pointed out by Ramsay and Sliverman
(2005), there are a few advantages for using the pointwise F -test, including that
for any given t 2 T , Fn(t) follows the same F -distribution with k   1 and n   k
degrees of freedom, i.e., Fn(t)  Fk 1;n k; t 2 T : Therefore we can test (2.2)
at all the points of T using the same critical value Fk 1;n k() for any predeter-
mined signicant level  where Fk 1;n k() denotes the upper 100 percentile of
the F -distribution with k  1 and n  k degrees of freedom. Theoretically, the null
hypothesis (2.2) is rejected as long as it is rejected at any point t 2 T . However,
as pointed out by Ramsay and Silverman (2005), the pointwise F -test has some
limitations too. For example, it is time-consuming to conduct the pointwise F -test
at all the points of T and it is sometimes not easy to summarize the results yielded
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by the pointwise F -test. This motivates the GPF test obtained via globalizing the





In this chapter, the asymptotic random expressions of Tn are derived and some
methods for approximating the null distribution of Tn via the so-called Welch-
Satterthwaite 2-approximation are described. The asymptotic power of the GPF
test is also investigated. Via a simulation study, it is found that when the functional
data are moderately or less correlated, the GPF test is more powerful than the L2-
norm based test and the F -type test while when the functional data are highly
correlated, the three testing procedures perform similarly.
The chapter is organized as follows. The main results are presented in Section
2. A simulation study and a real data example are given in Sections 3 and 4
respectively. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 5. The proofs of the
main results are deferred to the Appendix.
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2.2 Main Results
2.2.1 The Asymptotic Expressions
Notice that for any t 2 T , the between-subject variation SSRn(t) can be ex-
pressed as:
SSRn(t) = z(t)
T (Ik   bnbTn=n)z(t);









2 ;    ; n1=2k ]T , and D = diag(n1; n2;    ; nk). Given the k sam-
ples (2.1), we have z(t)  GP(z; Ik), where z(t) = D1=2(t) with (t) =
[1(t); 2(t);    ; k(t)]T . By the fact bTnbn = n, it is easy to verify that Ik bnbTn=n
is an idempotent matrix with rank k  1 so that it has the following singular value
decomposition:




where P is an orthonormal matrix of size kk, depending on n such that P TP =
PP T = Ik. Set u(t) = Pz(t) so that we have
u(t) = [u1(t); u2(t);    ; uk 1(t); uk(t)]T  GP(Pz; Ik): (2.6)
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Thus, u1(t); u2(t);    ; uk(t) are independent Gaussian processes, each having the







Notice that based on the k functional samples (2.1), the unbiased estimator of
(s; t) is given by





[yij(s)  yi:(s)][yij(t)  yi:(t)]: (2.8)
It implies that SSEn(t)=(n   k) = ^(t; t). Then by the law of large numbers, for
any given t 2 T , it is easy to show that as n!1, we have
^(t; t) = SSEn(t)=(n  k) a:s: ! (t; t): (2.9)
Setw(t) = [w1(t); w2(t);    ; wk 1(t)]T where wi(t) = ui(t)=
p
(t; t); i = 1; 2;    ; k 
1 so that w(t) = (Ik 1;0)Pz(t)=
p
(t; t). It follows that the (k   1) entries of
w(t) are independent Gaussian processes with
w(t) = Ew(t) =
(Ik 1;0)Pz(t)p
(t; t)
;  w(s; t) = Cov(w(s);w(t)) = w(s; t)Ik 1;
(2.10)
where w(s; t) =
(s;t)p
(s;s)(t;t)
. We then have
Theorem 2.2.1. Assume that the k functional samples satisfy (2.1) with (t; t) >
C for all t 2 T and some constant C > 0, and that sups;tj^(s; t) (s; t)j = op(1),
then as n!1, we have
Tn
d
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where kw(t)k2 =Pk 1i=1 w2i (t).
Under the null hypothesis (2.2), wi(t)
i:i:d: GP(0; w); i = 1; 2;    ; k   1, which






where ^(s; t) is given in (2.8). In this case, we can adopt the parametric bootstrap
method of Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman (2004) to obtain an approximate critical
value of Tn for any given signicance level . Its key idea is to re-sample the
Gaussian processes wi(t); i = 1; 2;    ; k   1 from GP(0; ^w) a large number of
times so that a large sample of Tn under the null hypothesis can be obtained. It
is obvious that the parametric bootstrap method is time-consuming, as noticed by
Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman (2004).
Fortunately, we can further simplify the random expression of Tn given in
Theorem 2.2.1 so that we can avoid to re-sample any Gaussian processes. Since
T = [a; b] is a nite interval, we have tr(w) =
R
T w(t; t)dt = b a <1, it follows





where 1;    ; m are all the decreasingly-ordered positive eigenvalues of w(s; t),
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1; and
R
T r(t)l(t)dt = 0; r 6= l: When all the eigenvalues are positive, m =1.
Theorem 2.2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1, as n!1, we have
Tn
d






2r ] + op(1); (2.14)
where Ar  2k 1( 1r 2r); r = 1; 2;    ;m, which are independent, and 2r =
k RT w(t)r(t)dtk2; r = 1; 2;    ;1.
By (2.5), (Ik 1;0)PD1=21k = 0, then w(t) = 0 under the null hypothesis
(2:2). Therefore Theorem 2.2.2 shows that the asymptotic random expression of
Tn under the null hypothesis (2.2) is a 
2-mixture (Zhang 2005) which can be
expressed as





It is seen that the distribution of T  is known except for the unknown eigenvalues
r; r = 1; 2;    ;m of w(s; t). These unknown eigenvalues can be estimated by the
eigenvalues ^r; r = 1; 2;    ; m^ of ^w(s; t) where m^ is the number of the positive
eigenvalues of ^w(s; t). Then the direct simulation method proposed in Zhang




i:i:d: 2k 1. This direct simulation method is less intensive than
the parametric bootstrap method mentioned above since no Gaussian processes
need to be generated. It generally works well but it is still time-consuming since it
needs to estimate the eigenvalues of ^w(s; t) and to re-sample Ar; r = 1; 2;    ; m^
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from 2k 1 a large number of times. To overcome this diculty, in next subsection,
we shall adopt the Welch-Satterthwaite 2-approximation for approximating the
null distribution of Tn.
2.2.2 Approximating the Null Distribution
To adopt the Welch-Satterthwaite 2-approximation to the null distribution of
Tn, we need to compute the mean and variance of Tn under the null hypothesis
(2.2). Denote the square of a bivariate function f(s; t); s; t 2 T as f
2(s; t) =R
T f(s; u)f(u; t)du.
Theorem 2.2.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1 and the null hypothesis
(2.2), as n!1, we have
E(Tn) =
n  k
n  k   2(b  a) = (b  a) + o(1); Var(Tn) =
2tr(
2w )
k   1 + o(1): (2.16)
The key idea of the Welch-Satterthwaite 2-approximation is to approximate
the null distribution of Tn by that of a 






via matching the means and variances of Tn and Rw to
determine the parameters w and dw. Based on Theorem 2.2.3 and the expressions
E(Rw) = wdw;Var(Rw) = 2
2
wdw, matching the means and variances of Rw and
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Tn under the null hypothesis (2.2) results in
w =
(n  k   2)tr(
2w )
(k   1)(n  k)(b  a) ; dw =
(k   1)(n  k)2(b  a)2
(n  k   2)2tr(
2w )
; (2.17)
ignoring the higher order terms. It is easy to see that as n!1, we have
w ! w =
tr(
2w )
(k   1)(b  a) ; dw ! d

w =




In practice, the parameters w and dw have to be estimated based on the data.
Their natural estimators are
^w =
(n  k   2)tr(^
2w )
(k   1)(n  k)(b  a) ; d^w =
(k   1)(n  k)2(b  a)2
(n  k   2)2tr(^
2w )
; (2.19)
obtained via replacing the covariance function w(s; t) in (2.17) by its estimator
^w(s; t) as dened in (2.12). Then the proposed GPF test is conducted by com-
puting the P -value using the following approximate distribution: under the null
hypothesis,
Tn
approx: ^w2d^w ; (2.20)






where 2() denotes the upper 100 percentile of 
2
 for any  > 0. The following
theorem shows that as n ! 1, the estimated critical value (2.21) almost surely
tends to its oracle critical value
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when assuming w(s; t) is known.
Theorem 2.2.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.2.1, as n!1, we have
^w
a:s: ! w; d^w a:s: ! dw; and T^n; a:s: ! T : (2.23)
Before concluding this subsection, let us briey discuss how to adopt the L2-
norm based test (Faraway 1997; Zhang and Chen 2007) and the F -type test (Shen
and Faraway 2004; Zhang 2011a) in the current context. The L2-norm based test
for (2.2) uses the test statistic Sn =
R
T SSRn(t)dt. Under the null hypothesis





where ^ = tr(^
2)=tr(^), d^ = (k   1)^, and ^ = tr2(^)=tr(^
2). The approximate
distribution (2.24) can be used to compute the P -value of Sn or its critical value.





null hypothesis (2.2), we can show that
Fn
approx: Fd^1;d^2 ; (2.25)
where d^1 = (k 1)^ and d^2 = (n k)^. Similarly, the approximate null distribution
(2.25) of the F -type test can be used to compute the P -value of Fn or its critical
value.
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2.2.3 The Asymptotic Power
To study the asymptotic power of the proposed GPF test, we specify the local
alternatives:
H1n : i(t) = 0(t) + n
 =2di(t); i = 1; 2;    ; k; (2.26)
where  is some constant satisfying 0 <  < 1, 0(t) is the grand mean function, and
d(t) = [d1(t);    ; dk(t)]T is any xed real vector of functions, independent of n. As
n tends to1, the alternative will tend to the null. By (4.12), we can write (t) =
[1(t);    ; k(t)]T = 1k0(t) + n =2d(t). Since by (2.5), (Ik 1;0)PD1=21k = 0,
we have
w(t) = (Ik 1;0)PD
1=2(t) = n(1 )=2(Ik 1;0)P (D=n)1=2d(t): (2.27)








d(t)r(t)dtk2[1 + o(1)]; r = 1; 2;    :
There are only two possible cases for the values of r; r = 1; 2;    ;1: (1) m <1















r . Then under Case (1), we have
Tn = T
 + n1 2=(k   1) + op(1);
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where T  denotes the asymptotic random expression of Tn under the null hypothesis
(2.2) as dened in (2.15). Recall that T^n; and T

 are the estimated and oracle
critical values of Tn as dened in (2.21) and (2.22) respectively.
Theorem 2.2.5. Assume that 0 <  < 1, 0 < 2 < 1, and T = [a; b] is a nite
interval. Then under Case (1), the asymptotic power of Tn is
P (Tn  T^n;jH1n) = P (T  > T    n1 2=(k   1)) + o(1); (2.28)
which tends to 1 as n!1. Under Case (2), as n!1, we have
(k   1)Tn   n1 2
2n(1 )=2
! N(0; 1): (2.29)
It follows that the asymptotic power of Tn is






which tends to 1 as n!1, where () denotes the cumulative distribution function
of the standard normal distribution.
Theorem 2.2.5 shows that the asymptotic power of Tn under H1n tends to 1 as
n!1 for both the cases. Therefore the proposed GPF test is pn-consistent.
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2.3 A Simulation Study
In this section, we present a simulation study to compare the proposed GPF
test against the L2-norm based test (Faraway 1997; Zhang and Chen 2007) and
the F -type test (Shen and Faraway 2004; Zhang 2011a) for the one-way ANOVA
problem (2.2). The k functional samples in (2.1) were generated from the following
model:
yij(t) = i(t) + vij(t); i(t) = c
T
i [1; t; t
2; t3]T ; vij(t) = b
T
ij	(t); t 2 T ;
bij = [bij1; bij2;    ; bijq]T i:i:d: Nq

0; diag(1; 2;    ; q)

;
j = 1; 2;    ; ni; i = 1; 2;    ; k;
(2.31)
where the parameter vectors ci = [ci1; ci2; ci3; ci4]
T ; i = 1; 2;    ; k for the group
mean functions i(t) can be exibly specied, 	(t) = [ 1(t);    ;  q(t)]T is a
vector of q orthonormal basis functions  r(t); t 2 [0; 1]; r = 1; 2;    ; q and the
variance components r; r = 1; 2;    ; q are positive and decreasing with respect
to r, and the number of the basis functions, q, is an odd positive integer. For
simplicity, we set r = a
r 1; r = 1; 2;    ; q for some a > 0 and 0 <  < 1.
Notice that the tuning parameter  not only determines the decay rate of r; r =
1; 2;    ; q but also determines how the simulated functional data are correlat-
ed: when  is near to 0, r; r = 1; 2;    ; q will decay very fast, indicating that
the simulated functional data are highly correlated; and when  is near to 1,
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r; r = 1; 2;    ; q will decay very slowly, indicating that the simulated function-
al data are less correlated. For simplicity, we set the basis functions as  1(t) =
1;  2r(t) =
p
2 sin(2rt);  2r+1(t) =
p
2 cos(2rt); t 2 [0; 1]; r = 1;    ; (q   1)=2.
In addition, we set c1 = [1; 2:3; 3:4; 1:5]
T and ci = c1 + (i   1)u; i = 2;    ; k
where the tuning parameter  species the dierences i(t)  1(t); i = 1; 2;    ; k
and the constant vector u species the direction of these dierences. We set  =
0; 0:10; 0:20; 0:30; 0:40 and 0:50 so that the null hypothesis (when  = 0) and the ve
alternatives (when  > 0) are considered. In addition, we set u = [1; 2; 3; 4]T=
p
30
so that it is a unit vector. We also set a = 1:5; q = 11 and  = :10; :50; :90 to
consider the three cases when the simulated functional data have high, moderate
and low correlations.
For a given pair of (; ), the k functional samples (2.31) are generated so
that the test statistics of the three testing procedures under consideration are
computed and so are their P -values. The same resolution M = 1000 is used,
i.e., each function is evaluated at M = 1000 equally spaced design time points
tj = j=(M + 1); j = 1;    ;M . When the P -values are smaller than the nominal
signicance level  (5% here), the null hypothesis (2.2) is rejected. The above
procedure is repeated N = 5000 times. The empirical size or power of a testing
procedure is then dened as the proportion of the number of rejections (out of N
replications) based on the calculated P -value.
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Table 2.1 Empirical sizes and powers of the L2-norm based test, the F -type test
and the GPF test.
 [n1; n2; n3] Method  = 0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50
0.10 [15,15,15] L2-norm 0.060 0.175 0.622 0.956 1.000 1.000
F -type 0.049 0.156 0.584 0.943 0.999 1.000
GPF 0.059 0.173 0.618 0.955 1.000 1.000
[30,20,25] L2-norm 0.053 0.299 0.900 1.000 1.000 1.000
F -type 0.048 0.280 0.888 1.000 1.000 1.000
GPF 0.052 0.299 0.900 1.000 1.000 1.000
[50,30,40] L2-norm 0.055 0.451 0.995 1.000 1.000 1.000
F -type 0.054 0.440 0.994 1.000 1.000 1.000
GPF 0.055 0.452 0.995 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.50 [15,15,15] L2-norm 0.057 0.078 0.143 0.272 0.448 0.670
F -type 0.051 0.069 0.129 0.247 0.426 0.641
GPF 0.064 0.085 0.153 0.284 0.470 0.690
[30,20,25] L2-norm 0.059 0.087 0.224 0.467 0.742 0.930
F -type 0.055 0.082 0.212 0.451 0.731 0.924
GPF 0.064 0.094 0.234 0.485 0.759 0.936
[50,30,40] L2-norm 0.050 0.119 0.349 0.717 0.945 0.996
F -type 0.048 0.113 0.340 0.707 0.943 0.996
GPF 0.053 0.122 0.361 0.725 0.951 0.997
0.90 [15,15,15] L2-norm 0.039 0.048 0.061 0.086 0.136 0.197
F -type 0.033 0.044 0.054 0.077 0.124 0.181
GPF 0.051 0.060 0.075 0.102 0.159 0.219
[30,20,25] L2-norm 0.047 0.057 0.076 0.151 0.251 0.420
F -type 0.043 0.053 0.071 0.143 0.242 0.407
GPF 0.054 0.063 0.085 0.165 0.267 0.438
[50,30,40] L2-norm 0.046 0.064 0.127 0.241 0.445 0.676
F -type 0.044 0.062 0.122 0.235 0.436 0.670
GPF 0.056 0.070 0.135 0.251 0.458 0.683
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Table 2.1 presents the simulation results when k = 3. We see that in terms of
size controlling, the F -type test slightly outperformed the L2-norm based test and
the GPF test but the latter two tests performed reasonably well especially when
the sample sizes are large since their empirical sizes were just slightly larger than
the nominal size 5%. In terms of power, we see that when  = 0:10 (the data
are highly correlated), the three methods performed similarly although the powers
of the L2-norm based test and the GPF test are slightly larger than those of the
F -type test while when  = 0:50 and  = 0:90 (the data are moderately and less
correlated), the GPF test performed best, followed by the L2-norm based test and
the F -type test performed worst.
We also conducted simulation studies with k taking other values. The conclu-
sions are similar to those obtained from Table 2.1 and hence are omitted here for
space saving.
2.4 The Canadian Temperature Data
The Canadian temperature data (Canadian Climate Program 1982) were down-
loaded from \ftp://ego.psych.mcgill.ca/pub/ramsay/FDAfuns/Matlab/" at the book
website of Ramsay and Silverman (2005). The data are the daily temperature
records of 35 Canadian weather-stations over a year (365 days), among which, 15
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are in Eastern, another 15 in Western and the remaining 5 in Northern Cana-
da. Figure 2.1 (a) presents the individual curve reconstructions of the Canadian
temperature data. These reconstructions were obtained by applying the local lin-
ear kernel t with the well-known Gaussian kernel to the individual temperature
records of each of the 35 weather-stations, respectively, but with a common band-
width h = 2:79, selected by the GCV rule proposed in Zhang and Chen (2007).
It can be seen that the Eastern weather-station temperature curves (solid) mix
up with the Western weather-station temperature curves (dashed), but most of
the Eastern and Western weather-station temperature curves stay higher than the
Northern weather-station temperature curves (dot-dashed). This is reasonable
since the Eastern and Western weather-stations are located at about the same
latitudes while the Northern weather-stations are located at higher latitudes.
Of interest is to test if the mean temperature curves of the Eastern, Western,
and Northern Canadian weather-stations are the same. That is, we want to test
the one-way ANOVA problem (2.2) for the Canadian temperature data. We rst
applied the usual pointwise F -test to this problem. The resulting P -values of the
pointwise F -test over the whole year ([a; b] = [1; 365]) are displayed in Figure 2.1
(b). It is seen that the pointwise F -test suggests that the one-way ANOVA problem
(2.2) for the Canadian temperature data is highly signicant everywhere with the
maximum P -value less than 4 10 3.
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Figure 2.1 The Canadian temperature data: (a) the reconstructed individual
functions; and (b) the P -values of the pointwise F -test for the one-way ANOVA
problem (2.2).
































 (b) P−values of the pointwise F−test
Alternatively, we can apply the L2-norm based test, the F -type test and the
GPF test to the one-way ANOVA problem (2.2) over the four seasons [Spring
(March, April, and May, [a; b] = [60; 151]), Summer (June, July, and August,
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Table 2.2 One-way ANOVA of the Canadian temperature data by the L2-norm
based test, the F -type test and the GPF test. The quantities were computed with
the resolution M = 1000 where and throughout, \8:6e4" denotes \8:6 104".
L2-norm Based test F -type test GPF test
Period Sn ^ d^ P -value Fn d^1 d^2 P -value Tn ^w d^w P -value
Spring 8:6e4 2048 2.42 1:7e 9 17.3 2.42 38.8 1:2e 6 16.7 .384 2.78 1:4e 9
Summer 1:8e4 799 2.15 1:0e 5 10.9 2.15 34.4 1:6e 4 11.5 .436 2.45 3:5e 6
Autumn 7:6e4 1131 2.37 5:4e 15 28.3 2.37 38.0 7:0e 9 27.7 .393 2.72 2:0e 15
Winter 1:2e5 4445 2.06 1:3e 6 13.3 2.06 32.9 5:1e 5 13.6 .455 2.34 5:7e 7
Year 3:1e5 6283 2.95 1:9e 10 16.3 2.95 47.1 2:4e 7 17.4 .278 3.84 6:8e 13
[a; b] = [152; 243]), Autumn (September, October, and November, [a; b] = [244; 334]),
and Winter (December, January, and February, [a; b] = [335; 365] and [1; 59])] and
over the whole year. The associated test results are displayed in Table 2.2. It is
seen that all the tests are highly signicant with the maximum P -value less than
1:6  10 4; the P -values of the GPF test are generally the smallest, followed by
those of the L2-norm based test, and then followed by those of the F -type test; and
the approximate degrees of freedom d^w for the GPF test are generally larger than
those d^ for the L2-norm based test. Notice that the global test results obtained
here are consistent with those obtained from the pointwise F -test presented in
Figure 2.1 (b). Notice also that the approximate degrees of freedom are all smaller
than 4, indicating that it is not reasonable to approximate the null distribution-
s of the L2-norm based test and the GPF test using the normal approximation
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Figure 2.2 Pointwise F -tests for the groupwise mean function dierences of the
Canadian temperature data.




(a) P−values of the pointwise F−test (East vs West)




(b) P−values of the pointwise F−test (East vs North)











(c) P−values of the pointwise F−test (West vs North)
approach.
Since the one-way ANOVA problem (2.2) for the Canadian temperature data
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Table 2.3 P -values of the L2-norm based test, the F -type test and the GPF
test for testing the equality of the groupwise mean temperature functions for the
Canadian temperature data, calculated with the resolution M = 1000.
East vs West East vs North West vs North
Period L2-norm F -type GPF L2-norm F -type GPF L2-norm F -type GPF
Spring 0:82 0:82 0:87 1:6e 10 3:2e 6 2:4e 11 9:9e 7 8:5e 5 4:7e 7
Summer 0:09 0:10 0:08 2:0e 5 4:4e 4 4:9e 6 8:0e 4 3:4e 3 4:5e 4
Autumn 0:01 0:02 0:02 0 9:5e 9 0 3:1e 8 1:8e 5 4:1e 9
Winter 0:29 0:30 0:30 1:9e 15 1:8e 7 0 1:6e 4 1:4e 3 9:8e 5
Year 0:20 0:21 0:11 0 3:1e 9 0 1:2e 6 6:5e 5 3:2e 8
is highly signicant, we now turn to check which two group mean temperature
functions are not equal. Figure 2.2 displays the P -values of the pointwise F -test for
testing the equality of the mean temperature functions of the Eastern vs Western,
Eastern vs Northern, and Western vs Northern Canadian weather-stations. The
dashed line in Panel (a) is the nominal signicance level (5%) line. It is seen
that over the Spring ([a; b] = [60; 151]) and Winter ([a; b] = [335; 365] and [1; 59])
seasons, the pointwise F -test in Panel (a) is not signicant. In Panels (b) and
(c), the pointwise F -test is highly signicant everywhere with P -values less than
:0005 and :02 respectively. Table 2.3 shows the global test results of the L2-norm
based test, the F -type test and the GPF test. It is seen that both the \East vs
North" and \West vs North" tests are highly signicant while the test \East vs
West" test is not signicant except over the Autumn season. These results are
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consistent with those obtained from the pointwise F -test presented in Figure 2.2.
Again, the P -values of the GPF test are generally the smallest, followed by those
of the L2-norm based test, and then followed by those of the F -type test.
2.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we proposed and studied the GPF test for the one-way ANO-
VA problem (2.2) for functional data and compared it against the L2-norm based
test of Faraway (1997) and Zhang and Chen (2007) and the F -type test of Shen
and Faraway (2004) and Zhang (2011a) via simulations. Since the GPF test was
obtained via globalizing the usual pointwise F -test, we made the Gaussian assump-
tion for the functional data. However, from the derivation of Theorems 2.2.1, 2.2.2,
and 2.2.3, this Gaussian assumption may be relaxed if the sample sizes are large.
In addition, the idea for globalizing the usual pointwise F -test may be extended
to more complicated designs. For example, the GPF test may be generalized for
the two-way or three-way ANOVA problem for functional data. Further studies in
these directions are interesting and warranted.
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2.6 Appendix
Proof of Theorem 2.2.1 By (2.9), as n!1, we have ^(t; t) = SSEn(t)=(n k) =
(t; t) + op(1) for any t 2 T . It follows from (2.7) and by Slutsky's theorem that
as n!1, we have

































as desired. The expression (2.11) then follows immediately.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.2 By (2.10), we have wi(t)  GP(wi; w) where wi(t); i =
1; 2;    ; k 1 denote the (k 1) entries of w(t). Then by the singular value decom-
position (2.13) and the Karhunen-Loeve expansion, we have wi(t) =
P1
r=1 irr(t)
where ir  N(ir; r) with ir =
R















































w(t)r(t)dtk2. The expression (2.14) follows immediately from Theorem 2.2.1.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.2.
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Proof of Theorem 2.2.3 It is easy to show that if X  Fk 1;n k, then E(X) =
(n   k)=(n   k   2). Under the null hypothesis (2.2), for any t 2 T = [a; b],








n  k   2dt =
n  k
n  k   2(b  a):
Then as n!1, we have E(Tn) = (b a)+o(1). By the singular value decomposi-











r. By Theorem 2.2.2






2r + o(1) =
2tr(
2w )
k   1 + o(1):
The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.4 By (2.9), for any s; t 2 T ; ^(s; t) a:s: ! (s; t). It





= w(s; t). According to Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality, we have ^w(s; t)  ^w(t; t) = 1. Since ^2(s; t)  0 and T =












































By Slutsky's theorem, we have T^n;
a:s: ! w2dw = T  as desired. The theorem is
proved.
Proof of Theorem 2.2.5 Under Case (1), r = 0; r = 1;    ;m so that 2 =P1
r=m+1 
2
r . It follows from Theorem 2.2.2 that Tn
d
= (k   1) 1[Pmr=1 rAr +
n1 2] + op(1) = T  + n1 2=(k   1) + op(1). By Theorem 2.2.4, as n ! 1,
we have T^n; ! T . Thus, the asymptotic power of Tn is P (Tn  T^n;jH1n) =
P (T  > T    n1 2=(k   1)) + o(1), which tends to 1 as n!1.
We now show that under Case (2), (2.29) and (2.30) hold. By Theorem 2.2.2
and under (4.12), Tn
d
= (k   1) 1[Pmr=1 rAr + n1 P1r=m+1 2r ] + op(1), where
Ar  2k 1( 1r n1 2r); r = 1; 2;    ;m are independent. Notice that
Ar
d














where zir; i = 1; 2;    ; k   1; r = 1; 2;    ;m i:i:d: N(0; 1) and Ar  2k 1. Thus,














Under Case (2), we have r > 0 for at least one r 2 f1; 2;    ;mg. It follows that
the rst term in the above expression of (k   1)Tn is dominated by the second
and third terms so that asymptotically, we have (k  1)Tn  N[n1 2; 4n1 2] by













asym N(0; 1). Again, by Theorem 2.2.4, as n!1, we have T^n; a:s: !
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T . Thus, the asymptotic power of Tn is
P (Tn  T^n;jH1n) = P
 
(k   1)Tn   n1 2
2n(1 )=2







(k   1)T^n;   n1 2
2n(1 )=2
!
















In functional data analysis, linear models and the corresponding hypothesis
testing problems have been studied by several authors. Ramsay and Silverman
(1997) laid out some general ideas on functional data and provided preliminary
methods for inference. Faraway (1997) pointed out the inappropriateness of tradi-
tional multivariate test statistics and proposed a bootstrap-based testing method
for comparing two nested models. He also discussed residual analysis. Ramsay
and Silverman (2002) proposed a pointwise F -test for functional one-way ANOVA
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model when they analyzed the Canadian climate data. Shen and Faraway (2004)
proposed an F -type test for comparing two nested models and they approximated
the null distribution of the test statistic by a usual F random variable. Zhang and
Chen (2007) studied the general linear hypothesis testing problem for functional
linear models and proposed an L2-norm test. In the previous chapter, we studied
a test for functional one-way ANOVA via globalizing the pointwise F -test (GPF)
and made a comparison to the F -type test in Shen and Faraway (2004) and Zhang
(2011a) and the L2-norm test in Zhang and Chen (2007).
When the observed response curves are aected by two factors simultaneously,
we get a two-way ANOVA problem. For example, the left cingulum data presented
in Section 3.4 state that the radio diusibility of left cingulum may be aected
by two factors: GHR and AGE. In functional two-way classication, the observed
curves can be described as the cell mean plus the subject-eect function:
yijk(t) = ij(t) + ijk(t); i = 1;    ; a; j = 1;    ; b; k = 1;    ; nij; t 2 T ; (3.1)
where ij(t) are the cell mean functions, ijk(t) are subject-eect functions with
ijk(t)
i:i:d: RP(0; ), RP(0; ) denotes a random process with mean 0 and covari-
ance function (s; t), and T is the support of the time point t which usually is a





ijkrr(t); r = 1;    ;m; (3.2)
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where ijkr are independent random variables with mean 0 and variance r, r(t)
are orthonormal and smoothed basis functions over the support T and m stands
for the largest number satisfying r > 0 for r = 1; 2;    ;m. Consequently we have




Here r and r(t), r = 1; 2;    ;m, are usually known as the eigenvalue and eigen-
function of (s; t), and "orthonormal" means r(t), r = 1; 2;    ;m, satisfyZ
T
r1(t)r2(t)dt =
8<: 1;when r1 = r2;0;when r1 6= r2:
In this chapter, we are interested to study the behavior of the cell mean functions
ij(t). Since the observations are aected by two factors, besides the two main-
eects, their interactions are also needed to be considered. One approach is to
decompose the cell mean functions to two main-eect functions and their inter-
action. The test statistics can be constructed by integrating the sum of squared
errors from main-eects, interactions and subject-eect functions. The methodolo-
gy for the decomposition is adding some restrictions, or weights to the parameters,
especially when the cell sizes are unbalanced, i.e., not all equal. Two weighting
systems are widely used, the equal weighting system (EWS) and size-adjusted sys-
tem (SAW). Moreover, since the balanced case is a special case, we will not discuss
much about it. When ijkr are normally distributed in (3.2), ijk(t) are Gaussian
processes. Previous studies are mainly based on this Gaussian assumption. When
this Gaussian assumption is not satised, the numerator and denominator of the
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F -type test (Shen and Faraway 2004, Zhang 2011a) may be not independent so that
the F -type test is not appropriate. However, the L2-norm test is still applicable in
this case. In this chapter, we aim to study the properties and performance of the F -
type test and the L2-norm based test under various assumptions for the functional
two-way ANOVA problem. The two-way ANOVA problem for functional data is
also discussed by Cuesta-Albertos and Febrero (2010) using a random-projection
based procedure, by Abramovich and Angelini (2005) in a mixed-eects framework,
and by Abramovich, Antoniadis, Sapatinas, and Vidakovic (2004) using a wavelet
based approch, among others.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we rst discuss
the methodology of decomposing cell means, present various hypothesis testing
problems into a common framework, propose the test statistics under Gaussian
and non-Gaussian assumption, and study the null distributions and asymptotic
properties of the test statistics. We then conduct some simulation studies in Sec-
tion (3.3) to compare the F -type test and the L2-norm test under two dierent
cases respectively. A real data example is illustrated in Section 3.4. Technical
proofs of some main results are given in the appendix at the end of the chapter.
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3.2 Main Results
3.2.1 Main-eects and Interaction-eects Functions
In a two-way ANOVA model, if each cell has more than one observations, we
can model the interactions of the two factors. In order to specify the main-eects
of the two factors, namely A and B, and their interaction-eects, the cell mean
functions are often decomposed as
ij(t) = (t) + i(t) + j(t) + ij(t); i = 1; 2;    ; a; j = 1; 2;    ; b; (3.4)
so that the associated two-way ANOVA model becomes
yijk(t) = (t) + i(t) + j(t) + ij(t) + ijk(t); (3.5)
where (t) is the overall mean function, i(t) is the i-th main-eect function of
factor A, i = 1; 2;    ; a, j(t) is the j-th main-eect function of factor B, j =
1; 2;    ; b, ij(t) is the interaction-eect function of the two factors in cell (i; j),
denoted as A B. What of interest is to test the following null hypotheses:
HA : 1(t) = 2(t) =    = a(t) = 0;
HB : 1(t) = 2(t) =    = b(t) = 0; (3.6)
HAB : 11(t) = 12(t) =    = ab(t) = 0:
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For model (3.5), the functional parameters i(t), j(t), and ij(t) are not uniquely
dened unless we impose some restrictions on them.
When the cell sizes are balanced, like nij = c, the restrictions are usuallyPa
i=1 i(t) = 0;
Pb
j=1 j(t) = 0;Pa
i=1 ij(t) = 0; j = 1; 2;    ; b  1;Pb
j=1 ij(t) = 0; i = 1; 2;    ; a  1;Pa
i=1
Pb
j=1 ij(t) = 0:
(3.7)
Based on these restrictions, the unbiased estimators of i(t), j(t), ij(t) and ijk(t)
are ^i(t) = yi::(t)  y:::(t), ^j(t) = y:j:(t)  y:::(t), ^ij(t) = yij:(t)  yi::(t)  y:j:(t) +















k=1 yijk(t)=ac, yij:(t) =
Pc
k=1 yijk(t)=c.
By the classical two-way ANOVA, we have




























where SSA(t) stands for the pointwise squared errors due to factor A, SSB(t) the
pointwise squared errors due to factor B, SSAB(t) the pointwise squared errors
due to the interaction-eect of A and B, and SSE(t) the pointwise squared errors
due to the subject-eects ijk(t). If ijk(t) are Gaussian processes, the four terms
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in the right-hand side of (3.8) are independent so that we can propose the following









where "#" stands for "A", "B", or "AB" and q = a 1, b 1, or (a 1) (b 1)
respectively for the three null hypotheses in (3.6). When the Gaussian assumption
is violated, the four terms in the right-hand side of (3.8) are not independent and
the L2-norm test is preferred. Notice that we will not further discuss the properties
of F# and T# here since the balanced cases are special cases of the unbalanced cases
we shall discuss below in details.
When the cell sizes are unbalanced, i.e., nij are not all equal, the decomposition
(3.8) no longer holds. Thus we can not use (3.8) to obtain SS#(t) and SSE(t) so
that we can dene the F -type or the L2-norm based test statistics as in (3.10). We
need some alternative approaches.
Following Zhang (2011b), we rst express the main and interaction eect func-
tions as linear combinations of the cell mean functions so that the tests of the three
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null hypotheses (3.6) can be written in the form of a general linear hypothesis test-
ing problem described in next subsection. For this purpose, the following restric-




i=1wijij(t) = 0; j = 1; 2;    ; b  1;Pb










Under the restrictions (3.11), the hypothesis testing problems in (3.6) can be
equivalently re-written in the compact form as:
HA : H(t) = 0;
HB : H(t) = 0;
HAB : H(t) = 0;
(3.12)
where(t) = [1(t);    ; a(t)]T ;(t) = [1(t);    ; b(t)]T ;(t) = [11(t);    ; ab(t)]T ,
H = (Ia 1; 1a 1);H = (Ib 1; 1b 1);H = (Ia 1; 1a 1) 
 (Ib 1; 1b 1).
The matricesH,H andH are all full-rank contrast matrices with rank (a 1),
(b  1) and (a  1)(b  1) respectively.
When wij; i = 1; 2;    ; a; j = 1; 2;    ; b, satisfy the relationship wij = uivj; i =
1; 2;    ; a; j = 1; 2;    ; b where Pai=1 ui = 1 and Pbj=1 vj = 1, by (3.11), we can














uiij(t)  (t); ij(t) = ij(t)  i(t)  j(t)  (t):
Set u = [u1; u2;    ; ua]T and v = [v1;    ; vb]T . The above expressions can be
re-written as
 = A(t);  = A(t);  = A(t);




(Ib 1bvT ), and A = (Ia 1auT )
(Ib 1bvT ). Then the hypothesis
testing problems HA, HB and HAB are equivalent to
HA : C(t) = 0; where C =HA;
HB : C(t) = 0; where C =HA; (3.13)
HAB : C(t) = 0; where C =HA:
We can further simplify the matrices C, C, and C as
C = (Ia 1; 1a 1)[(Ia   1auT )
 vT ] = (Ia 1; 1a 1)
 vT ;
C = (Ib 1; 1b 1)[uT 
 (Ib   1bvT )] = uT 
 (Ib 1; 1b 1); (3.14)
C = [(Ia 1; 1a 1)
 (Ib 1; 1b 1)][(Ia   1auT )
 (Ib   1bvT )];
= (Ia 1; 1a 1)
 (Ib 1; 1b 1):
These expressions show that C depends on v only, C depends on u only, and
C does not depend on u and v.
There are several dierent weighting systems fwij; i = 1; 2;    ; a; j = 1; 2;    ; bg;
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see for example, Fujikoshi (1993). ThusA, A, andA are also not unique. Two
simple systems are the equal weight system (EQW) and the size-adapted weight
system (SAW). In EQW, we specify wij = uivj where ui = 1=a and vj = 1=b. In
SAW, we also let wij = uivj but ui =
Pb
j=1 nij=N and vj =
Pa
i=1 nij=N . When
nij are all equal, SAW is reduced to EQW. Furthermore, the restrictions (3.11)
are equivalent to (3.7), and we only need to discuss the methodologies for the
unbalanced cases.
3.2.2 A General Linear Hypothesis Testing Problem
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the testing problems (3.13) are special
cases of the following general hypothesis testing (GLHT) problem:
H0 : C(t) = 0 vs H1 : C(t) 6= 0: (3.15)
In fact, when C = C, C and C, the above GLHT problem reduces to HA,
HB, and HAB respectively.
To test (3.15), we need to estimate (t) and study its properties. By (3.1),
the cell mean functions can be unbiasedly estimated by their sample cell mean
functions:





yijk; i = 1; 2;    ; a; j = 1; 2;    ; b: (3.16)
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It follows that ^(t) = [^11(t);    ; ^1b(t);    ; ^a1(t);    ; ^ab(t)]T is an unbiased
estimator of (t). In fact, we have
E(^(t)) = (t); and Cov[^(s); ^(t)] = (s; t)D; (3.17)
where D = diag(1=n11;    ; 1=n1b;    ; 1=na1;    ; 1=nab). The underlying covari-
ance function (s; t) can be unbiasedly estimated by the pooled sample covariance
function












j=1 nij denotes the total number of subjects. By (3.17), we
have E(C^(t)) = C(t) and Cov(C^(s);C^(t)) = (s; t)CDCT . Set
!(t) = (CDCT ) 1=2C^(t) (3.19)
be the pivotal pointwise test statistic for the GLHT problem (3.15). Then under
the null hypothesis (3.15), we have
!(t)  RP(0; Iq):
It follows that we can dene the following pointwise squared errors due to the
hypothesis (3.15) as
SSH(t) = k!(t)k2 = ^(t)TCT (CDCT ) 1C^(t): (3.20)
It is easy to show that
E[SSH(t)] = tr(C
T (CDCT ) 1CD)(t; t) = q(t; t): (3.21)
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[yijk(t)  yij:(t)]2 = (N   ab)^(t; t): (3.22)
It follows that





SSH(t)dt = qtr(); E
Z
T
SSE(t)dt = (N   ab)tr(): (3.24)
3.2.3 An F -type Test under Gaussian Assumption
In this subsection, we assume that the response functions are Gaussian. That
is,
yijk(t)  GP(ij; ); k = 1; 2;    ; nij; i = 1; 2;    ; a; j = 1; 2;    ; b: (3.25)
Following Shen and Faraway (2004) and Zhang (2011a), we propose an F -type test











Notice that q will be a   1, b   1, or (a   1)(b   1) when C = C, C, or
C respectively. First of all, we have the following result when the cell sizes are
balanced.
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Theorem 3.2.1. When all the cell sizes are equal, the F -type test statistic F (3.26)
reduces to the F -type test statistic dened in (3.10) when C = C, C, or C
respectively.
The above theorem indicates that the F -type test for the balanced cases is a
special case of the F -type test for the unbalanced cases studied in this subsection.
Theorem 3.2.2. Assume that tr() < 1 and the Gaussian assumption (3.25)











r=1 rBr=(N   ab)
;
where Ar; Br; r = 1; 2;    ;m; are independent random variables, Ar  2q( 1r 2r),
Br  2N ab, 2r =k
R
T
!(t)r(t)dt k2, r = 1; 2;    ;1, and !(t) = (CDCT ) 1=2C(t).
By the above theorem, it is easy to see that under the null hypothesis, as


















If m < 1, equation (3.27) holds because as N ! 1, Br
N ab
P ! 1 for each Br.
Notice that N ! 1 when at least one of nij ! 1. However, when m = 1, we
need the following proposition:
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Proposition 3.2.1. Let fBnr ; r; n 2 Ng be a triangular array such that for any n 2





converges to  =
P1
r=1 r in probability.
Remark: This proposition and the proof (see in the Appendix) are given by
professor Cuesta-Albertos who is the external examiner of the dissertation.
Finally in this subsection, we show that the F -type test statistic F is invariant
to dierent choices of the contrast matrix, e.g.,H;H orH, specied for a hy-
pothesis in (3.12). Notice that the contrast matrix specied for the same hypothesis
is not unique. For example, bothH = (Ia 1; 1a 1) and ~H = (1a 1; Ia 1) are
the contrast matrices for the hypothesis HA. According to Kshirsagar (1972, Ch.5,
Sec.4), for any of the two contrast matrices H and ~H specifying the same null
hypothesis testing problem, there is a nonsingular matrix P such that H = P ~H .
It follows that there are non-singular matrices P ;P  and P  such that
H = P  ~H; H = P  ~H; H = P  ~H:
It follows that
C = P  ~C; C = P  ~C; C = P  ~C:
The following theorem then shows that the F -type test statistic F is invariant to
the choices of H# for the null hypotheses given in (3.12).
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Theorem 3.2.3. The F -type test statistic F is invariant for the GLHT problem
(3.15) when the matrix C is replaced with ~C = PC where P is any nonsingular
real matrix.
Null Distribution Approximation
In this subsection, we aim to approximate the null distribution of F . By The-
orem 3.2.2, when the null hypothesis (3.15) holds, C(t) = 0 and r = 0; r =






r=1 rBr=(N   ab)
;
where Ar
i:i:d: 2q and Br i:i:d: 2N ab. Denote T1 =
Pm






T2=(N ab) . Since both T1 and T2 are 
2-mixtures (Zhang 2005), the
exact probability density function of F is generally intractable. To overcome this
problem, following Shen and Faraway (2004) and Zhang (2011a), we can use the
well-knownWelch-Satterthwaite 2-approximation method to approximate the null
distribution of F as we did in Chapter 2. Let R1  c12d1 have the approximate
distribution of T1. The key idea of the Welch-Satterthwaite 
2-approximation is
to match the means and variances of R1 and T1 to determine the parameters c1
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r are equal to tr() and
tr(
2) respectively where f
2(s; t) is the square of a bivariate function f(s; t),
s; t 2 T with f
2(s; t) = RT f(s; u)f(u; t)du. Then the solutions to (3.29) and
(3.30) are given by









For simplication, we denote c = c1 = c2. Notice that both c and  are positive
and nite as








R2=(N   ab)  Fd1;d2 :
Notice that the above approximate distribution is still unknown since d1 and d2
depend on  while  depends on (s; t) which is unknown. Fortunately, ^(s; t)
dened in (3.18) is an unbiased estimator of (s; t).
By the law of large numbers, for any given time point s; t 2 T , as N !1, we
have
^(s; t)
a:s: ! (s; t): (3.33)
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Therefore, we can replace tr() and tr(
2) with tr(^) and tr(^
2). The estimators
of d1, and d2 are then given by







approx: Fd^1;d^2 : (3.34)
For a given signicance level , the estimated critical value will be Fd^1;d^2(), where
Fd^1;d^2() denotes the upper 100 percentile of Fd^1;d^2 . By (3.33), ^(s; t)
a:s: ! (s; t)
as N !1. We then have the following theorem.




where 2d1() denotes the upper 100 percentile of 
2
d1
with d1 = q.
Asymptotic Power
In this subsection, we will study the asymptotic power of the F -type test. For
this purpose, we specify a sequence of local alternatives as:
H1n : C(t) = N
 =2d(t); (3.35)
where  is some constant satisfying 0 <  < 1 and d(t) is any xed real vector
of functions such that 0 <
R
T k d(t) k2dt < 1. As N gets large, the alternatives
will tend to the null hypothesis (3.15).
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For further discussions, we impose the following regularity assumptions:
(A1) 0 < tr() <1.
(A2) As N !1, nij
N
! ij, where 0 < ij < 1.










The assumptions (A1) and (A3) are regular. The assumption (A2) says that the
cell sizes tend to 1 at about the same rate. This latter condition is needed to
guarantee that ND can convergent to an invertible matrix. In fact, we have
ND = diag(N=n11;    ; N=n1b;    ; N=na1;    ; N=nab)! 
; as N !1;
where 
 = diag(1=11;    ; 1=1b;    ; 1=a1;    ; 1=ab) which is invertible. It is












CT ] 1=2d(t)r(t)dt k2 [1 + o(1)]; r = 1; 2;    : (3.36)
Notice that there are only two possible cases for the values of r: (1) r = 0 for
all r 2 f1; 2;    ;mg, (2) r 6= 0 for at least one r 2 f1; 2;    ;mg. We can show
that the asymptotic power of F under H1n tends to 1 as N !1 for both of the two
cases. Therefore the F -type test is
p
N -consistent. For any  2 (0; 1), let T ()
be the upper 100 percentile of T  which is dened in (3.28) and let F^d^1;d^2() be
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the estimated upper 100 percentile of the approximated null distribution F^d^1;d^2 .
By (3.27) and Theorem 3.2.4, as N !1, we have
F^d^1;d^2() = T
()=[qtr()] + op(1): (3.37)
We then have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.5. Assume the assumptions (A1), (A2), and (A3) hold. Under Case
1, the asymptotic power of F is
P (F  F^d^1;d^2()jH1n) = P (T  > T () N1 2) + o(1):




It follows that the asymptotic power of F is




where () denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal
distribution. Under both the cases, the asymptotic power of F tends to 1 as N !
1.
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3.2.4 An L2-norm Based Test under Non-Gaussian Assump-
tion
In this subsection, we study an L2-norm based test for the GLHT problem
(3.15) under non-Gaussian assumption. That is, the response functions yijk(t); k =
1; 2;    ; nij; i = 1; 2;    ; a; j = 1;    ; b are not Gaussian. In this case, we assume
yijk(t) = ij(t) + vijk(t); vijk(t)
i:i:d: RP(0; ): (3.38)
We want to test the GLHT problem (3.15). For non-Gaussian data, the numerator
and denominator of F in (3.26) may not be independent. In this case we prefer







(C^(t))T [CDCT ] 1(C^(t))dt; (3.39)
where C, D, and ^(t) are dened the same as in (3.26). When C = C, C, or
C, we can use (3.39) to test HA, HB, or HAB. Again, when the cell sizes are
balanced, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.6. When all the cell sizes are equal, the L2-norm based test statistic
(3.39) for the GLHT problem (3.15) reduces to the L2-norm based test statistic
dened in (3.10) when C = C, C, or C respectively.
For any cell (i; j), under the condition (3.38), we have yijk(t)
i:i:d: RP(ij; ).
By the central limit theorem for i.i.d stochastic processes, as nij ! 1, we have
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yij:(t)
asym GP(ij; =nij). Thus under the assumptions (A1) and (A2), as N !1,
we have ^(t)
asym GP(;D). We then have the following theorem.

















1; 2;    ;m, and !(t) = (CDCT ) 1=2C(t).
By the above theorem, it is easy to see that as N !1, the asymptotic expres-
sion of T under the null hypothesis is
T
d
= T  + op(1) =
mX
r=1
rAr + op(1); Ar
i:i:d: 2q; (3.40)
where T  is the same as the one dene in (3.28).
Similar to Theorem 3.2.3, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.8. The L2-norm based test statistic T is invariant for the GLHT
problem (3.15) when the matrix C is replaced with ~C = PC where P is any
nonsingular real matrix.
Null Distribution Approximation
By the relationship (3.40), the approximate null distribution of T is already
found in the previous subsection when we approximated the null distribution of the
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the same as the c1 and d1 in the previous subsection for approximating the null
distribution of the F -type test. By (3.32), both c and  are nite when tr() <1.
Again, we can replace tr() and tr(
2) with tr(^) and tr(^
2) to obtain the














and for a given signicance level , the estimated critical value is





() denotes the upper 100 percentile of 2
d^
. By (3.33), ^(s; t)
a:s: ! (s; t)
as N !1. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.9. Assume that tr() <1. As N !1, we have
c^
a:s: ! c; ^ a:s: ! ; T^ () a:s: ! c2d()=d;
where 2d() denotes the upper 100 percentile of 
2
d with d = q.
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Asymptotic Power
In this subsection, we shall study the asymptotic property of the L2-norm test
when the cell sizes go to 1. For this purpose, we still use the sequence of local
alternatives specied in (3.35). We also impose the assumptions (A1), (A2), and




2r is dened in (3.36). Again, there are only two possible cases for the values of r:
(1) r = 0 for all r 2 f1; 2;    ;mg, (2) r 6= 0 for at least one r 2 f1; 2;    ;mg.
Similarly, we can show that the asymptotic power of T under H1n tends to 1 as
N ! 1 for both of the cases. Therefore the T is also pN -consistent. For any
 2 (0; 1), let T^ () and T () be the estimated upper 100 percentile of T and the
theoretical upper 100 percentile of T  respectively. By (3.40) and Theorem 3.2.9,
we have T^ () = T () + op(1). We then have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.10. Suppose the assumptions (A1), (A2), and (A3) hold. Under
Case 1, the asymptotic power of T is
P (T  T^ ()jH1n) = P (T  > T () N1 2) + o(1);
which tends to 1 as N !1. Under Cases 2, as N !1, we have T N1  2
2N(1 )=2
asym
N(0; 1). In addition, the asymptotic power of T is




which also tends to 1 as N !1.
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3.3 Simulation Studies
In this section, we conduct some simulation studies to compare the F -type test
and the L2-norm based test for two-way ANOVA. We let T = [0; 1] as the support




2; t3]T ; i = 1; 2;    ; a; j = 1; 2;    ; b;
where eij = e0+ iju, e0 and u are constant vectors, and  is a tuning parameter
specifying the dierences among the cell mean functions ij(t). Without loss of
generality, we set e0 = [1:2; 2:3; 2:7; 1:5]
T and u = [1; 2; 3; 4]T=
p
30 so that u is a
unit vector. When  = 0, all ij(t) are equal and the null hypothesis holds. As 
increases, the dierences among ij(t) become larger. Secondly, we generated the




ijkrr(t); k = 1; 2;    ; nij; i = 1; 2;    ; a; j = 1; 2;    ; b;
where ijkr are independent random coecients with E(ijkr) = 0 and Var(ijkr) =
r. For simplicity, we let m = 9 and r; r = 1; 2;    ;m, the eigenvalues of (s; t),
be positive and decreasingly-ordered. We set them as r = 
r; for some  > 0 and
0 <  < 1, where  is a tuning parameter that species the decay rate of r. Notice
that it also determines the correlation of the simulated functional data: when  is
near to 0, r; r = 1; 2;    ;m will decay very fast, indicating that the simulated
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functional data are highly correlated; and when  is near to 1, r; r = 1; 2;    ;m
will decay very slowly, indicating that the simulated functional data are less cor-
related. Without loss of generality, we set  = 5 and  = 0:1; 0:5; 0:9 respectively.
For the eigenfunctions r(t); r = 1;    ;m, there are several basis function sys-
tems such as orthonormal triangular functions and Legendre polynomials. In our
simulation we adopt the orthonormal triangular basis and it can be described as:





2cos(2rt); r = 1; 2;    ; (m  1)=2:
For simplicity, we set ijkr =
p
rzijkr where zijkr are i:i:d random variables. To
generate Gaussian subject-eect functions vijk(t), we set
zijkr
i:i:d: N(0; 1); (3.41)





Notice that t4 is a rather skewed distribution with nite second moment. We set
a = 2 and b = 3 and consider three combinations of cell sizes: [n11; n12; n13;n21; n22; n23] =
[10; 5; 10; 5; 10; 5], [10; 20; 10; 20; 10; 20], and [20; 40; 20; 40; 20; 40] which represent
three cases when the cell sizes are relatively small, moderately large, or relatively
large. The simulated functional data are then given by
yijk(t) = ij(t) + vijk(t); k = 1;    ; nij; i = 1; 2; j = 1; 2; 3: (3.43)
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When  = 0, the null hypothesis holds so that we can study the performance of
the F -type test and the L2-norm based test via comparing their empirical sizes
against the nominal size  = 5% specied for the simulation studies conducted in
this section. When  > 0, the null hypothesis is violated so that we can study
the approximate powers of the two tests. In all the simulations, the generated
functions are evaluated at M design time points equally-spaced in T = [0; 1]. We
set M = 1000 here. For a generated functional data set (3.43), we applied the
F -type test and the L2-norm based test respectively for testing the main-eects
of factors A and B and their interactions. When the p-value for a test is smaller
than the nominal level  = 5% here, the null hypothesis is rejected. The whole
process is repeated 10000 times. The empirical size and power of a test are dened
as the proportions of rejections. In the next two subsections, we will compare the
F -type test and L2-norm test when the simulated functional data are Gaussian
and non-Gaussian.
3.3.1 Comparing the L2-norm Based and F -type Tests un-
der Gaussian Assumption
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 display the empirical sizes and powers of the F -type test
and the L2-norm based test for testing HA when the simulated functional data are
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Table 3.1 Empirical sizes and powers of F and T for testing HA when the func-
tional data are Gaussian. The SAW was used.
Sample size  Method  = 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
[10,5,10;5,10,5] 0.1 F 0.047 0.305 0.911 1.000 1.000
T 0.055 0.325 0.921 1.000 1.000
0.5 F 0.045 0.093 0.238 0.510 0.762
T 0.049 0.099 0.251 0.527 0.777
0.9 F 0.041 0.048 0.081 0.165 0.271
T 0.044 0.052 0.086 0.176 0.284
[10,20,10;20,10,20] 0.1 F 0.056 0.598 0.999 1.000 1.000
T 0.059 0.611 0.999 1.000 1.000
0.5 F 0.051 0.141 0.474 0.834 0.984
T 0.053 0.144 0.480 0.838 0.985
0.9 F 0.041 0.069 0.164 0.352 0.600
T 0.043 0.071 0.167 0.355 0.606
[20,40,20;40,20,40] 0.1 F 0.050 0.702 1.000 1.000 1.000
T 0.053 0.708 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.5 F 0.046 0.164 0.549 0.911 0.997
T 0.047 0.167 0.552 0.913 0.997
0.9 F 0.045 0.077 0.200 0.432 0.720
T 0.045 0.078 0.202 0.435 0.723
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Table 3.2 Empirical sizes and powers of F and T for testing HA when the func-
tional data are Gaussian. The EQW was used.
Sample size  Method  = 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
[10,5,10;5,10,5] 0.1 F 0.051 0.320 0.912 1.000 1.000
T 0.058 0.343 0.923 1.000 1.000
0.5 F 0.051 0.093 0.239 0.500 0.772
T 0.056 0.100 0.251 0.515 0.784
0.9 F 0.036 0.044 0.086 0.169 0.282
T 0.039 0.048 0.093 0.179 0.296
[10,20,10;20,10,20] 0.1 F 0.056 0.591 0.999 1.000 1.000
T 0.059 0.604 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.5 F 0.055 0.137 0.466 0.837 0.982
T 0.057 0.142 0.472 0.842 0.983
0.9 F 0.047 0.068 0.167 0.354 0.622
T 0.048 0.070 0.169 0.360 0.627
[20,40,20;40,20,40] 0.1 F 0.051 0.695 1.000 1.000 1.000
T 0.052 0.702 1.000 1.000 1.000
0.5 F 0.049 0.166 0.543 0.898 0.994
T 0.051 0.169 0.547 0.899 0.995
0.9 F 0.040 0.082 0.200 0.423 0.709
T 0.041 0.083 0.202 0.426 0.713
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Table 3.3 Empirical sizes and powers of F and T for testing HAB when the
functional data are Gaussian.
Sample size  Method  = 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
[10,5,10;5,10,5] 0.1 F 0.051 0.076 0.167 0.349 0.596
T 0.061 0.089 0.195 0.382 0.632
0.5 F 0.048 0.056 0.062 0.088 0.134
T 0.054 0.064 0.071 0.099 0.147
0.9 F 0.042 0.040 0.041 0.040 0.054
T 0.048 0.047 0.046 0.048 0.064
[10,20,10;20,10,20] 0.1 F 0.051 0.104 0.318 0.678 0.938
T 0.055 0.113 0.333 0.695 0.945
0.5 F 0.048 0.064 0.086 0.151 0.244
T 0.052 0.069 0.090 0.158 0.255
0.9 F 0.046 0.047 0.056 0.067 0.089
T 0.050 0.049 0.059 0.073 0.092
[20,40,20;40,20,40] 0.1 F 0.050 0.122 0.389 0.778 0.977
T 0.053 0.128 0.397 0.785 0.979
0.5 F 0.051 0.064 0.108 0.176 0.301
T 0.053 0.065 0.110 0.180 0.307
0.9 F 0.051 0.050 0.061 0.078 0.114
T 0.053 0.052 0.064 0.080 0.116
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Gaussian, i.e., the functional data are generated using (3.41). Both the SAW and
EQW weighting systems were considered. Table 3.3 shows the empirical sizes and
powers of the two tests for testing HAB where the weighting systems played no
roles. Based on these simulation results, we observe the following:
(1) The empirical powers of the two tests increase under all the cases as  grows.
It is reasonable since when  grows, stronger information is involved. It is
also seen that the powers of the L2-norm based test are slightly higher than
those of the F -type test.
(2) The empirical sizes of the two tests are close to the nominal size 5%. It
seems that both tests perform reasonably well in terms of size controlling.
However, it is also seen that the F -type test slightly outperformed the L2-
norm based test in terms of size controlling. It is not a surprise since the
F -type test takes the variation of ^(s; t) into account.
(3) A comparison of Tables 3.1 and 3.2 implies that the two weighting system
seems comparable in the performance of the F -type test and the L2-norm
based test. However, the SAW system seems more preferable in terms of
size controlling especially when the functional data are less correlated, i.e.,
when the tuning parameter  is large.
(4) As  increases, the empirical sizes and powers of the two tests decrease. It is
reasonable since when  is large, the variations of the simulated functional
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data are large so that it is more challenging to maintain the nominal size
and to detect the information.
(5) When the functional data are highly or moderately correlated, e.g., when
 = 0:1 and  = 0:5, the F -type test outperformed the L2-norm based test
and when the functional data are less correlated, the L2-norm based test
performed slightly better than the F -type test in terms of size controlling
and power.
3.3.2 Comparing the L2-norm Based test and the F -type
Test under Non-Gaussian Assumption
In this subsection, we conducted the same three simulation studies as in the
previous subsection except now the generated functional data are non-Gaussian,
i.e., they were generated using (3.42). Again, both the SAW and EQW systems
were considered. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the results of testing HA under the
SAW and EQW systems respectively and Table 3.6 shows the result of testing
HAB. From these three simulation studies, we observed similar results as those
in the previous subsection for the three simulation studies for Gaussian data. In
addition, we observed that the L2-norm based test outperformed the F -type test
when the simulated functional data are less correlated, e.g., when  = 0:90 and
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Table 3.4 Empirical sizes and powers of F and T for testing HA when the func-
tional data are non-Gaussian. The SAW was used.
Sample size  Method  = 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
[10,5,10;5,10,5] 0.1 F 0.051 0.099 0.287 0.587 0.897
T 0.057 0.108 0.306 0.613 0.911
0.5 F 0.045 0.098 0.258 0.561 0.835
T 0.050 0.106 0.273 0.578 0.847
0.9 F 0.040 0.059 0.151 0.339 0.596
T 0.044 0.064 0.160 0.352 0.609
[10,20,10;20,10,20] 0.1 F 0.052 0.158 0.553 0.946 0.999
T 0.055 0.165 0.565 0.951 0.999
0.5 F 0.047 0.154 0.510 0.896 0.995
T 0.049 0.159 0.519 0.900 0.996
0.9 F 0.045 0.096 0.326 0.691 0.935
T 0.046 0.098 0.331 0.696 0.937
[20,40,20;40,20,40] 0.1 F 0.048 0.291 0.904 1.000 1.000
T 0.050 0.295 0.908 1.000 1.000
0.5 F 0.051 0.281 0.850 0.998 1.000
T 0.052 0.285 0.852 0.999 1.000
0.9 F 0.045 0.175 0.636 0.965 0.999
T 0.046 0.177 0.639 0.965 0.999
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Table 3.5 Empirical sizes and powers of F and T for testing HA when the func-
tional data are non-Gaussian. The EQW was used.
Sample size  Method  = 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
[10,5,10;5,10,5] 0.1 F 0.049 0.102 0.277 0.590 0.888
T 0.056 0.113 0.300 0.620 0.906
0.5 F 0.047 0.098 0.262 0.553 0.841
T 0.052 0.105 0.276 0.572 0.854
0.9 F 0.037 0.061 0.146 0.335 0.587
T 0.041 0.066 0.154 0.346 0.601
[10,20,10;20,10,20] 0.1 F 0.047 0.155 0.552 0.944 0.999
T 0.051 0.162 0.565 0.949 0.999
0.5 F 0.046 0.150 0.521 0.893 0.995
T 0.048 0.156 0.528 0.897 0.995
0.9 F 0.044 0.100 0.322 0.689 0.935
T 0.046 0.103 0.327 0.694 0.937
[20,40,20;40,20,40] 0.1 F 0.050 0.292 0.905 1.000 1.000
T 0.050 0.296 0.908 1.000 1.000
0.5 F 0.047 0.274 0.853 0.998 1.000
T 0.048 0.277 0.855 0.998 1.000
0.9 F 0.045 0.180 0.639 0.962 0.999
T 0.046 0.181 0.642 0.963 0.999
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Table 3.6 Empirical sizes and powers of F and T for testing HAB when the
functional data are non-Gaussian.
Sample size  Method  = 0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
[10,5,10;5,10,5] 0.1 F 0.054 0.064 0.113 0.217 0.379
T 0.062 0.078 0.134 0.245 0.419
0.5 F 0.049 0.067 0.113 0.209 0.357
T 0.058 0.076 0.125 0.226 0.383
0.9 F 0.038 0.045 0.067 0.109 0.188
T 0.043 0.053 0.074 0.123 0.208
[10,20,10;20,10,20] 0.1 F 0.049 0.090 0.206 0.447 0.744
T 0.055 0.097 0.218 0.465 0.762
0.5 F 0.049 0.082 0.192 0.426 0.707
T 0.052 0.087 0.201 0.438 0.717
0.9 F 0.044 0.057 0.114 0.245 0.447
T 0.047 0.061 0.120 0.254 0.459
[20,40,20;40,20,40] 0.1 F 0.055 0.117 0.406 0.818 0.990
T 0.057 0.122 0.415 0.826 0.991
0.5 F 0.049 0.113 0.380 0.777 0.967
T 0.051 0.117 0.387 0.781 0.968
0.9 F 0.046 0.079 0.227 0.526 0.826
T 0.048 0.081 0.231 0.530 0.829
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when the cell sizes are relatively small since in these cases, the empirical sizes of
the F -type test is somewhat too small compared with the nominal size 5% while
the L2-norm based test seems work reasonably well.
The simulation results for testing HB using the F -type test and the L
2-norm
based test were also obtained. We also considered other non-normal distributions
for zijkr in (3.42) to generate non-Gaussian data. The simulation conclusions are
similar to those presented in this section and hence omitted here for space saving.
3.4 A Real Data Example
In this section we will apply our methodology to a real functional data set,
namely left cingulum data, for cingulum ber tract of left Cingulum (Courtesy
of Professor Hongbin Gu, Department of Psychiatry, UNC-Chapel Hill, USA).
The response measurements are the levels of Radial Diusibility (RD) which were
reported for 39 kids from 9 to 19 years old over the arc length of the left cingulum
from -60 to 60. There are two factors that may aect the RD levels of the kids.
They are the factors GHR and AGE, where GHR stands for \Genetic High Risk"
and AGE is the age of a subject. When GHR=1, it means that the kid is from
a family with at least 1 rst degree relatives with schizophrenia disease and when
GHR=0, the kid is from a normal family. The AGE factor is a continuous variable.
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However, to illustrate our two-way ANOVA model discussed in this paper, we
transform Age into a categorical variable with two levels: kids of age 9-14 years
old and kids of age 15-19 years old. The two-way ANOVA model for this data set
can be described as:
yijk(t) = (t) + i(t) + j(t) + ij(t) + ijk(t); k = 1; 2;    ; nij; i = 1; 2; j = 1; 2;
where i(t), i = 1; 2 denote the main-eect functions of the GHR factor, j(t),
j = 1; 2 denote the main-eect functions of the AGE factor and ij(t) are the
interaction-eect functions. It is of interest to check if the factors GHR and AGE
aect the level of RD for kids. The null hypotheses for this problem are
HA : 1(t) = 2(t) = 0;
HB : 1(t) = 2(t) = 0;
HAB : 11(t) = 12(t) = 21(t) = 22(t) = 0:
There are 39 left cingulum curves. A gure of these 39 curves (not shown) re-
veals that there is an outlying left cingulum curve which is very dierent from other
curves and it was deleted for further analysis. Thus, the cell sizes, with respect
to the two factors GHR and AGE, are given by [n11; n12; n21; n22] = [15; 10; 7; 6].
This means that the two-way ANOVA model is unbalanced. Since the original
left cingulum data are quite noisy, we used the local polynomial kernel smoothing
method to reconstruct them. The original data were observed on 119 design time
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Figure 3.1 The estimated cell mean functions with 95% pointwise condence
bands.































points that are equally spaced on the interval [ 59; 59], and we reconstructed the
curves on 1000 equally-spaced design time points on the same interval so that the
resulting vectors obtained via evaluating these curves can better represent these
curves. Figure 3.1 shows the cell mean functions with their 95% condence bands.
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Figure 3.2 The estimated group mean functions with 95% pointwise condence
bands.


































It is seen that the cell mean functions are similar to each other in shape and it
is interesting to compare these cell mean functions in the same row or the same
column. Figure 3.2 displays the group mean functions with their 95% condence
bands. It is seen that the dierences of the group mean functions in the upper
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Table 3.7 Two-way ANOVA for the left cingulum data by the F -type and L2-
norm based tests. The SAW and EQW systems are considered.
F -type test L2-norm test
P-value F^ d^1 d^2 P -value T^ c^ d^
GHR EQW 0.1811 1.539 4.93 168 0.1747 7.59 55.71 4.93
SAW 0.1912 1.506 4.93 168 0.1849 7.43 55.71 4.93
AGE EQW 0.0099 3.146 4.93 168 0.0079 15.52 55.71 4.93
SAW 0.0073 3.311 4.93 168 0.0057 16.33 55.71 4.93
GHR*AGE 0.7571 0.522 4.93 168 0.7575 2.57 55.71 4.93
panel are rather small, implying that the main-eect of GHR may be insignicant;
the dierences of the group mean functions in the lower panel are much larger
than those in the upper panel, implying that the main-eect of AGE can be sig-
nicant. Formal tests using the F -type test and the L2-norm based test are given
in Table 3.7. The SAW and EQW systems are considered.
Table 3.7 shows the result of the F -type and L2-norm based tests for testing
the main-eects of GHR and AGE and their interactions. We have the following
conclusions:
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(1) Factor GHR is not signicant. The P -values of the two tests with the EQW
and SAW systems are around 18%.
(2) Factor AGE is highly signicant. The P -values of the two tests with the
EQW and SAW systems are around 1%.
(3) The interaction eect of the two factors is not signicant. The associated
P -values are larger than 75%.
(4) The L2-norm based test generally has smaller P -values than the F -type
test. This is consistent with the simulation results presented in the previous
section.
The signicant eect due to AGE may be explained biologically. It is known in
biology that the radial diusibility decreases over the normal brain development.
3.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter we discussed the L2-norm based and F -type tests for two-way
ANOVA models for functional data. We compared the F -type and the L2-norm
test via some simulation studies. Because F is the ratio of two integrated squared
errors under the null and alternative hypotheses, the Gaussian assumption for
the response functions is needed to guarantee the numerator and denominator of
the F ratio independent. As seen from the simulation studies, the F -type test
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performs slightly better than the L2-norm test in terms of size controlling. When
the Gaussian assumption is violated, we believe that the L2-norm based test is
preferred since it does not assume the Gaussian assumption. We believe that the
F -type test and the L2-norm based test are also applicable in higher-way ANOVA
models for functional data. This warrants further studies in this direction in the
coming future.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2.1: Suppose that the cell sizes nij = c > 1; i = 1; 2;    ; a; j =
1; 2;    ; b. Then D = 1
c

























 1Tb ][y11:(t);    ; y1b:(t);    ; ya1:(t);    ; yab:(t)]T




= bc[y1::(t)  ya::(t);    ; y(a 1)::(t)  ya::(t)](Ia 1 + 1a 1) 1=2
[y1::(t)  ya::(t);    ; y(a 1)::(t)  ya::(t)]T
= bc[y1::(t)  ya::(t);    ; y(a 1)::(t)  ya::(t)](Ia 1   1
a
1a 11Ta 1)











k=1[yijk(t)   yij:(t)]2. Therefore, for
the case C = C, the theorem holds. Similarly, we can show that the theorem
holds for the cases when C = C and C = C.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.2: Since ^(t) = [y11:(t);    ; y1b:(t);    ; ya1:(t);    ; yab:(t)]T ,
and under the Gaussian assumption, yij:(t)  GP(ij; 1nij ) so that ^(t)  GP(;D).
Thus, !(t) = (CDCT ) 1=2C^(t)  GP(!; Iq). Let !l(t) and !l(t) be the l-th
entry of !(t) and !(t), we can see that !l(t)  GP(!l; ). By the Karhunen-
Loeve expansion (3.2), !l(t) =
P1
r=1 lrr(t), where lr  N(lr; r) independently,
and lr =
R
T !l(t)r(t)dt where r and r(r) are the r-th eigenvalue and eigen-









































Under the Gaussian assumption, it is easy to show that (N   ab)^(s; t) 
WP(N   ab; ), the Wishart process with N   ab degrees of freedom and covari-
ance function (s; t). By Lemma 1 of Zhang (2011a), we have tr((N   ab)^) d=Pm
r=1 rBr, where Br
i:i:d: 2N ab. It follows thatZ
T





In addition, it is easy to show that under the Gaussian assumption, ^(t) and ^(s; t)
are independent. This shows that SSH(t) and SSE(t) are independent and henceR
T SSH(t)dt and
R











r=1 rBr=(N   ab)
;
where Ar  2q( 1r 2r) and Br i:i:d: 2N ab are independent. The theorem is proved.
Proof of Proposition 3.2.1: For any n, letMn(t) andM(t) be the characteristic
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) > 0 and in decreasing order with limn!1 n2 log(1 
2rt
n




rt = logM(t): (3.44)




) < 0, however, since
P1
r=1 rt > 1,
3.44 also holds. Then we have Sn
d !  =P1r=1 r = tr(). Moreover, since tr()
is a nite constant, we further have that, for any  > 0, P(jSn   tr()j > ) !
P(jtr()  tr()j > ) = 0, which indicates that Sn P ! tr().
Proof of Theorem 3.2.3: We only need to show that
SSH(t) = (C^(t))
T [CDCT ] 1(C^(t))
is invariant when the matrix C is replaced with ~C = PC where P is any nonsin-
gular real matrix. This is veried via noticing that
( ~C^(t))T [ ~CD ~C
T
] 1( ~C^(t))
= (PC^(t))T [PCDCTP T ] 1(PC^(t))
= (C^(t))TP T (P T ) 1[CDCT ] 1P 1P (C^(t))
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= (C^(t))T [CDCT ] 1(C^(t)):
We have completed the proof of Theorem 3.2.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.4: By (3.33), as N ! 1, we have ^(s; t) a:s: ! (s; t) for
any (s; t) 2 T 2. Notice that we always have ^(t; t)  0; t 2 T and ^2(s; t)  0. It















2(s; t)dt = tr(
2):










Thus d^1 = q^




d ! 1, d^1  d1, and 2d^1=d^1










a:s: ! 2d1()=d1. The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.5: Assume that the assumptions (A1),(A2), and (A3)
























Therefore, the asymptotic power F is
P (F  F^d^1;d^2()jH1n) = P (T  > T () N1 2) + o(1):
Under Case 2, r 6= 0 for at least one r 2 f1; 2;    ;mg. By Theorem 3.2.2 and











r=1 rBr=(N   ab)
;
where Ar; Br; r = 1; 2;    ;m are independent, Ar  2q( 1r N1 2r). Set F =
T1=q






r and T2 =
Pm
r=1 rBr. Notice that
Ar
d






































] by dropping higher order terms. It is also easy to show that as
N ! 1, we have T2=(N   ab) asym AN[tr(); 2tr(
2)=(N   ab)]. It follows that
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F is asymptotically normally distributed with
E(F ) =
E(T1=q)















Thus, under Case 2 and by (3.37), the asymptotic power function of F is given by
P (F > F^d^1;d^2()jH1n) = P (
F   E(F )p
Var(F )
>
















It is easy to see that as N !1, the asymptotic power of F tends to 1 under both
the cases. The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.6: The proof of the theorem is along the same lines as
those for the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 and hence is omitted.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.7: Since ^(t) = [y11:(t);    ; y1b:(t);    ; ya1:(t);    ; yab:(t)]T .
Under the assumptions (A1) and (A2), by the central limit theorem for i:i:d:
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stochastic processes, as N ! 1, we have yij:(t) asym GP(ij; 1nij ). There-
fore, we have ^(t)
asym GP(;D). Then (CDCT ) 1=2C^(t) asym GP(!; Iq).







r in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2. The
theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.8: The proof of the theorem is along the same lines as
those for the proof of Theorem 3.2.3 and hence is omitted.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.9: From the proof of Theorem 3.2.4, we have c^
a:s: ! c and
d^
a:s: ! d. Therefore, T^ () = c^2
d^
a:s: ! c2d(). The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.10: Under the given conditions, the proof of the theorem






The problem of testing the equality of the means or mean vectors of two u-
nivariate/multivariate normal populations with unequal variances/covariances is
referred to as the Behrens-Fisher (BF) problem. It is very challenging since there
is no exact solution satisfying the classical criteria for good tests. This problem
has drawn a lot of attention for several decades. For the univariate BF problem,
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various approaches have been proposed. Behrens (1929) was the rst to address
this problem and his solution was justied by Fisher (1935) using his ducial theory
of inference. Welch (1947) investigated an approximate degree of freedom method
based on Student's t-distribution. Schee (1970) and Lee and Gurland (1975) pro-
vided reviews of some other methods. In the last decade, several new methods
have been proposed for the BF problem, including the generalized p-value method
studied by Weerahandi (1993) and Tang and Tsui (2005), the Bayes method stud-
ied by Ghosh and Kim (2001), the empirical likelihood method studied by Dong
(2004), and the bootstrap method by Krishnamoorthy, Lu and Mathew (2007)
among others.
For the multivariate BF problem, Welch's (1947) approximate degree of freedom
method was extended to the multivariate BF problem by several authors, includ-
ing James (1954), Yao (1965), Johansen (1980), Nel and van der Merwe (1986)
and Kim (1992) among others. The type-I errors of Yao's and James' tests were
compared by Algina and Tang (1988). Krishnamoorthy and Yu (2004) examined
the ane invariant properties of these tests and found that the Nel and van der
Merwe's (1986) test was not ane invariant. They then modied Nel and van der
Merwe's test to make it ane invariant. Krishnamoorthy and Xia (2006) consid-
ered selecting tests for multivariate BF problems. Recently, Krishnamoorthy and
Lu (2009) proposed a parametric bootstrap method for multivariate BF problems.
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In this chapter, we focus on a two-sample BF problem for functional data, which
tests the equality of the mean functions of two Gaussian processes with possibly
unequal covariance functions. Functional data are encountered when a number of
subjects are observed frequently over time. With modern recording equipments,
even though the whole function is unobservable, massive data can still be easily
scanned in forms of curves or images. More precisely, a suciently large number
of observations for each subject at dierent time points can be easily recorded,
possibly with errors. Typical examples are physiological responses over time, such
as curves of learning and forgetting. In last two chapters we have discussed the
Canadian climate data and left cingulum data. Other examples can be found in
Ramsay and Silverman (2002, 2005) and references therein.
In the recent decade, signicance tests for functional data have caught more
and more attention since they are important and challenging. Ramsay and Sil-
verman (2005) suggested a pointwise t-test or F -test but they did not discuss any
global tests. Faraway (1997) discussed the diculties in extending some multivari-
ate hypothesis testing procedures to the context of functional data analysis and
concluded that the likelihood-based testing procedures may be less powerful. He
proposed an L2-norm based test and approximated the null distribution of the test
statistic by a bootstrap method. Further study about the L2-norm based test can
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be found in Zhang and Chen (2007). Shen and Faraway (2004) proposed an F -
type test, which is further studied by Zhang (2011a) recently. Recently more work
for functional data is done in the literature. Mas (2007) considered a ridge-type
test for one-sample problems. Hall and van Keilegom (2007) developed a Cramer-
von Mises type test for two-sample problems. The two-sample problems were also
considered by Zhang, Peng and Zhang (2010) who proposed an L2-norm based
test and a bootstrap-based test. For multi-sample problems, Cuevas, Febrero and
Fraiman (2004) studied one-way ANOVA for functional data. We also discussed
the one-way and two-way ANOVA problems in last two chapters. However, to our
knowledge, there is little work in the literature about the two-sample BF prob-
lem for functional data when the covariance functions of two samples are dierent.
Cuevas, Febrero and Fraiman (2004) did mention how to handle the case when
the covariance functions are dierent for dierent samples. However, there are a
few drawbacks for their approach. First of all, the null distribution of their test
statistic asymptotically depends on several Gaussian processes which have mean
functions 0 and unknown covariance functions. Thus, the asymptotic null distri-
bution is very complicated. To overcome this diculty, they estimated the critical
values via a bootstrap approach which, however, is time-consuming. In addition,
they estimated the unknown covariance functions in their bootstrap approach un-
der the null hypothesis. When the null hypothesis is invalid, this approach will
not be consistent. Finally, the asymptotic power of their approach is not studied.
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The approach we investigated for the two-sample BF problems does not have these
drawbacks and hence is preferable.
We motivated our approach using the Berkeley growth data collected in the
Berkeley growth study (Tuddenham and Snyder 1954). The dataset contains the
growth curves for 39 boys and 54 girls; see more detailed description about the
data in Section 4.4. Of interest is to test if the average growth curves of boys and
girls are the same. When the equality of the covariance functions of boys and girls
can be assumed, the existing L2-norm based test (Faraway 1997, Zhang and Chen
2007, Zhang, Peng and Zhang 2010), namely ECL2, or the F -type test (Shen and
Faraway 2004, Zhang 2011a), namely ECF, can be adaptively applied. However,
it seems that the covariance functions for boys and girls may not be the same
as indicated by the pointwise standard deviation (STD) curves of boys and girls
displayed in Panel (d) of Figure 4.1 of Section 4.4. Therefore, some new testing
procedure other than Cuevas, Febrero and Fraiman (2004) should be developed to
handle such datasets. In this chapter, we aim to further investigate the L2-norm
based test, named as UCL2 test, to associated with ECL2. A simulation study
conducted in Section 4.3 shows that when the dierence between the covariance
functions of two functional samples is large, applications of ECL2 and ECF tests
may yield misleading results. But this will not happen for the UCL2 test even
when the covariance functions of two samples are actually the same.
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This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we shall introduce the
UCL2 test and derive its asymptotic power under some local alternatives. We shall
also propose and discuss the methods for approximating the null distribution of the
test statistic. A simulation study will be presented in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4,
the methodologies studied in this chapter are illustrated using the Berkeley growth
data. Technical proofs of some theoretical results are outlined in the Appendix.
4.2 Main Results
4.2.1 The Problem
Let GP(; ) denote a Gaussian process with mean function (t); t 2 T and
covariance function (s; t); s; t 2 T where T is some compact interval, e.g., T =
[a; b] for  1 < a < b < 1. Suppose that we have the following two independent
functional samples:
yl1(t); : : : ; ylnl(t)
i:i:d: GP(l; l); l = 1; 2; (4.1)
but we do not know if 1(s; t) and 2(s; t) are equal. We want to test whether the
two mean functions are equal:
H0 : 1(t) = 2(t) versus H1 : 1(t) 6= 2(t): (4.2)
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When 1(s; t) = 2(s; t) is valid or can be approximately assumed, the above
problem can be tested using the ECF test (Shen and Faraway 2004, Zhang 2011a)
or the ECL2 test (Faraway 1997, Zhang and Chen 2007, Zhang, Peng and Zhang
2010). Without assuming the equality of the two covariance functions, the above
testing problem is referred to as the two-sample BF problem for functional data.
In this case, we shall propose the UCL2 test.
Before we proceed to propose the UCL2 test, we would like to mention that
in practice, functional data are always observed discretely. Fortunately, individual
functions can be reconstructed based on the observed discrete functional data via
some popular smoothing technique as we discussed in Chapter 1. Zhang and Chen
(2007) demonstrated how to reconstruct the individual functions from a discrete
functional data set using local polynomial smoothing. They showed that under
some mild conditions, the eects of substitutions of the individual functions with
their local polynomial reconstructions can be ignored asymptotically. Therefore, we
assume model (4.1) is true for easy presentation while in practical implementation,
the UCL2 test is conducted based on the reconstructed individual functions of the
two samples. As an illustration, in Section 4.4, the Berkeley growth curves were
rst smoothed using local polynomial smoothing before applying the UCL2 test
(and other tests as well).
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4.2.2 The Test Statistic
Let yl(t); l = 1; 2 denote the sample mean functions of the two samples. They
are the unbiased estimators of 1(t) and 2(t) respectively. Set z(t) =
p
n [y1(t)  y2(t)]
where and throughout n = n1 + n2 denotes the total number of observations of
the two samples. For any xed t 2 T , a pointwise test for (4.2) can be easily
conducted based on the normal distribution of z(t) (Ramsay and Silverman 2005).
However, a way for summarizing the pointwise testing results over the whole inter-
val T should also be developed. Alternatively, we can summarize the information
in z(t) via the L2-norm of z(t). Let kgk2 = RT g2(t)dt denote the L2-norm of
g(t) which is any L2-integrable function over T . Then the UCL2 test statistic is
dened as:







Notice that when the null hypothesis H0 is valid, Tn will be small, and large
otherwise. In order to test (4.2), we need to derive the null distribution of Tn. It
is easy to see that for any t 2 T , we have
z(t)  z(t) d ! R(t);
z(t) =
p
n [1(t)  2(t)] ;
(4.4)
where R(t)  GP(0; z);  = lim
n!1





this chapter, we assume that 0 <  < 1. That is, n1 and n2 proportionally tend to
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innity at the same rate.
Suppose that 1(s; t) and 2(s; t) are continuous and both have nite trace, i.e.
tr(l) =
R
T l(t; t)dt <1; l = 1; 2. It follows from (4.4) that
tr(z) = tr(1)= + tr(2)=(1  ) <1; tr(
2z )  tr2(z) <1: (4.5)
Notice that the second inequality is obtained by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.





rr(s)r(t); s; t 2 T ; (4.6)
where r(t); r = 1; 2;    ;m, are the orthonormal eigenfunctions of z(s; t), and
r; r = 1; 2;    ;m, are the associated decreasingly-ordered eigenvalues, and m is
the number of all the strictly positive eigenvalues, with m =1 when all the eigen-
values are positive. Throughout this chapter, let 2d(u
2) denote a 2 distribution
with the noncentrality parameter u2 and the degrees of freedom d.










where Ar  21(n 1r 2r), r = 1; : : : ;m are independent, and r =
R
T [1(t)  
2(t)]r(t)dt, r = 1; : : : ;1:
By the above theorem, we have the following observations. First of all, it is
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seen that under H0, we have r = 0; r = 1; : : : ;1, which implies that the dominant













r = k1   2k2. Therefore, we can simplify the random expression of Tn as
Tn
d
= T  + nk1   2k2 + op(1): (4.9)
It indicates that the associated asymptotic alternative distribution of Tn is the
same as the asymptotic null distribution of Tn except that there is a shift of size
nk1   2k2. Therefore, the UCL2 test can powerfully detect such a violation of
H0 with power tending to 1 as n!1 while a dimension-reduction based method
may be powerless in this case.
4.2.3 Null Distribution Approximation
By (4.8), the dominant term, T , of the null distribution of Tn is a 2-mixture
(Zhang 2005), depending on m unknown positive eigenvalues of the underlying
covariance function z(s; t). To approximate the distribution of T
, we can apply
the Welch-Satterthwaite 2-approximation method via matching two cumulants
(Shen and Faraway 2004, Zhang 2011a) or three cumulants (Buckley and Eagleson
1988, Zhang 2005).
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Due to its simplicity, only the two cumulant matched 2-approximation method
will be considered in this chapter. The key idea of the method is to approximate
the distribution of T  by that of a random variable of the form R = 2d. The
parameters  and d are determined, via matching the rst two cumulants, or
























This indicates that for estimating  and d, unlike Shen and Faraway (2004) and





ing often dicult tasks of estimating the eigenvalues of z(s; t) and the number of
positive eigenvalues, m. This is simply done via replacing z(s; t) with its asymp-
totic unbiased estimator
^z(s; t) = n [^1(s; t)=n1 + ^2(s; t)=n2] ; (4.11)
where ^l(s; t) =
Pnl
j=1 [ylj(s)  yl(s)] [ylj(t)  yl(t)] =(nl   1); l = 1; 2; are the unbi-
















denotes the upper 100 percentile of 2
d^
. The above method
is usually referred to as the naive method, which works well for functional data, as
observed from the simulation results presented in Section 4.3. When tr(z); tr
2(z)
and tr(
2z ) are assumed to be known, the -level critical value of Tn can be ap-
proximately specied as T 0 = 
2
d;. When the total sample size n is large, we
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have the following result.
Theorem 4.2.2. Assume that T is a nite interval, tr(l) < 1; l = 1; 2 and
0 <  < 1. Then as n!1, we have T^ a:s: ! T 0.
4.2.4 Asymptotic Power under Local Alternatives
In this subsection, we shall investigate the asymptotic power of Tn. When the
alternative is xed, it is easy to show that the associated power must tend to 1
as n ! 1. It is more interesting and challenging to study the power behavior of
Tn when the alternatives are tending to the null hypothesis with a rate slightly
slower than n 1=2. For this purpose, a sequence of local alternatives are specied
as follows:
H1n : 1(t)  2(t) = n !=2u(t); (4.12)
where ! is some constant satisfying 0  ! < 1 and u(t) is any xed real function














u(t)r(t)dt; r = 1; : : : ;1. According to the values of r; r =
1; : : : ;1, we only need to consider two cases: (1) r = 0 for all r 2 f1; : : : ;mg,
and (2) r 6= 0 for at least one r 2 f1; : : : ;mg. We shall show that under some
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regularity conditions, the asymptotic power of Tn for H1n tends to 1 as n ! 1
under both cases. Therefore, the proposed UCL2 test is
p
n-consistent.
First of all, we consider the asymptotic power of Tn under Case (1). It is easy
to see that (4.13) can be simplied as
Tn
d
= T  + n1 !kuk2 + op(1); (4.14)
where T  is the dominant term of Tn under H0 as given in (4.8). Notice that it
is not guaranteed that T  is asymptotically normally distributed even when n is
very large. Recall that T 0 and T^ are the approximated upper 100 critical values
of T  when the quantities tr(z); tr2(z) and tr(
2z ) are known and are estimated
based on the data respectively, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.3. Assume that T is a nite interval, tr(l) <1; l = 1; 2, 0 <  <







T  > T 0   n1 !kuk2

+ o(1);
which tends to 1 as n!1.
Theorem 4.2.3 indicates that the asymptotic power of Tn under Case (1) will
increase as kuk2 increases or as n ! 1. We shall show in Theorem 4.2.5 that
this is also true under Case (2). For this end, we rst show that under Case






r . We have
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0 < 2 < 1kuk2 <1. Let (t) denote the cumulative distribution function of the
standard normal distribution N(0; 1).
Theorem 4.2.4. Assume that tr(l) < 1; l = 1; 2, 0 <  < 1 and 0  ! < 1.
Under Case (2), as n!1, we have
Tn   ftr(z) + n1 !kuk2gp
2tr(




We are now ready to give the asymptotic power of Tn under Case (2).
Theorem 4.2.5. Assume that T is a nite interval, tr(l) <1; l = 1; 2, 0 <  <











which tends to 1 as n!1.
4.3 Simulations
Simulations are conducted to compare the empirical sizes (Type-I error rates)
and powers of our testing procedure UCL2 with those of the two existing testing
procedures: ECF (Shen and Faraway 2004, Zhang 2011a) and ECL2 (Zhang and
Chen 2007) when the covariance functions of the two samples are the same or dier-




l [1; t; t
2; t3]T ; l = 1; 2 and l(s; t) =
Pql
r=1 lr lr(s) lr(t); l = 1; 2 where
cl = [cl0; cl1; cl2; cl3]
T are constant coecient vectors,  l1(t);  l2(t);    ;  lql(t); t 2
[0; 1]; l = 1; 2 are the bases and l1; l2;    ; lql ; l = 1; 2 are nonnegative variance
components. The two bases can be exibly chosen as, e.g., the cosine-sine basis or
the Legendre polynomial basis. Without loss of generality, we randomly generate
c1 and specify c2 = c1+14. Thus, when  = 0, the null hypothesis holds, allowing
the calculation of the empirical sizes and when  > 0, the alternative hypothesis
holds, allowing the calculation of the empirical powers. For simplicity, for l = 1; 2,
we set lr = al
r
l ; r = 1;    ; ql for some al > 0 and 0 < l < 1 where l; l = 1; 2 are
the associated decay rates. Without loss of generality, we set a1 = 1; 1 = 2 = :7,
and q1 = q2 = 11 and both the bases are the cosine-sine basis. The remaining tun-
ing parameters such as a2, the sample sizes n1; n2, and the values of  are specied
as in Tables 4.1-4.3 where the empirical sizes and powers are displayed. Under
various parameter congurations, these empirical sizes and powers were calculated
at the nominal signicance level  = 5% and based on N = 10000 replications
with each function evaluated at M = 1000 equally spaced design time points. In
particular, notice that the values of a2 specify the degree of the heteroscedasticity
of the two simulated functional samples: when a2 = 1, the two samples have the
same covariance functions and when a2 = 5; 10, the two samples have dierent
covariance functions.
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Table 4.1 displays the empirical sizes and powers when the sample sizes are
small and equal. It is seen that the empirical sizes and powers of ECL2 and UCL2
are identical, all the three testing procedures performed reasonably well with the
empirical sizes ranging from 3:43% to 4:89%, and ECL2 performed slightly better
than ECF for the cases under consideration in terms of the empirical sizes and
powers. Therefore, when the sample sizes are the same, the heteroscedasticity for
ECL2 is not a concern, and the eect of heteroscedasticity for ECF is small.
Notice that for space saving, we shall not attempt to explain why when n1 = n2,
the eect of heteroscedasticity on ECF is small and why ECL2 performed slightly
better than ECF here since these two issues are less related to the topics of this
chapter. However, we shall explain why when n1 = n2, the empirical sizes and
powers of ECL2 and UCL2 are identical. This is because both ECL2 and UCL2
use the same test statistic (4.3) and their distributions depend on the asymptotic
unbiased estimators of z(s; t) only. On the one hand, when the covariance function
homogeneity is not assumed, the asymptotic unbiased estimator of z(s; t) is given
by (4.11); see Section 4.2 for more details. On the other hand, when the covariance
function homogeneity is assumed, the asymptotic unbiased estimator of z(s; t) is
constructed as
^z(s; t) = [n=n1 + n=n2] ^pool(s; t); (4.16)
where ^pool(s; t) = (n 2) 1 [(n1   1)^1(s; t) + (n2   1)^2(s; t)] with ^l(s; t); l = 1; 2
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as dened in Section 4.2. When n1 = n2, it is easy to check that ^z(s; t) given by
(4.16) is identical to the one given by (4.11) so that when n1 = n2, the empirical
sizes and powders of ECL2 and UCL2 are identical.
However, when the sample sizes are not the same, the eect of the heteroscedas-
ticity can be a serious concern as shown by the simulation results presented in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
Table 4.2 displays the empirical sizes and powers when the sample sizes are
moderate and unequal. When the homogeneity assumption holds, all the three
testing procedures performed reasonably well in terms of the empirical sizes (rang-
ing from 3:93% to 4:95%) and powers, as shown by those cases listed in the upper
part of the table and associated with a2 = 1. However, when the homogeneity
assumption is violated, this is not the case, as shown by those cases listed in the
middle and lower parts of the table and associated with a2 = 5; 10. In fact, in
these cases, UCL2 continuously performed well since its empirical sizes (ranging
from 4:28% to 4:84%) are reasonably close to the nominal signicance level 5%
but ECF and ECL2 did not perform well since their empirical sizes (ranging from
0:89% to 14:11%) are either too conservative (for those cases when n1 < n2) or
too liberal (for those cases when n1 > n2) compared with 5%. This situation is
getting worse with increasing a2 from 5 to 10, indicating a stronger eect of the
heteroscedasticity. Notice that since a1 < a2, when n1 < n2 (resp. n1 > n2), there
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is a positive (resp. negative) association between the sample sizes and the sam-
ple variabilities, i.e., larger (resp. smaller) sample size is assigned to the sample
with larger variability. Notice also that it does not make any sense to compare the
powers of the three testing procedures when their empirical sizes are very dierent.
Table 4.3 displays the empirical sizes and powers when the sample sizes are large
and unequal. Similar conclusions to those drawn from Table 4.2 can be obtained
from this table. Besides, UCL2 now performed even better than it did in Table 4.2
and this is also true for ECF and ECL2 when the homogeneity assumption is valid.
This is not a surprise since the sample sizes are now larger. However, "surprisingly",
both ECF and ECL2 performed even worse than they did in Table 4.2 with the
current empirical sizes ranging from 0:48% to 18:83%, indicating a stronger eect
of the heteroscedasticity when the sample sizes are larger.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the simulation results (not shown) we
obtained with other tuning parameters, e.g., keeping a1 = a2 = 1 while allowing
1; 2 to vary; or keeping all the tuning parameters unchanged while let the two
bases to be the Legendre polynomial basis or one to be the cosine-sine basis and
the other the Legendre polynomial basis.
In summary, we conclude that our testing procedure UCL2 generally outper-
forms the existing testing procedures ECL2 and ECF in terms of maintaining the
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nominal signicance level and providing reasonable powers at various parameter
congurations. The procedures ECF and ECL2 may be too conservative or too lib-
eral when the homogeneity of the two covariance functions assumption is seriously
violated and when the sample sizes of the two samples are not the same. Since in
practice, such a homogeneity assumption is often violated or hard to check, we rec-
ommend a general use of UCL2 for two-sample problems for functional data unless
there is a strong evidence showing that the required homogeneity is guaranteed.
4.4 Applications to the Berkeley Growth Data
The Berkeley growth data were collected in the Berkeley growth study (Tud-
denham and Snyder 1954). The heights of 39 boys and 54 girls were recorded at 31
not equally spaced ages from Year 1 to Year 18. Following Zhang and Chen (2007),
the growth curves were rstly reconstructed using local polynomial smoothing to
largely remove the noise corrupted with the individual curves, to allow evaluating
the individual curves at any resolution, and to generally improve the power of the
tests. All the individual curves were smoothed separately using the same band-
width h = 0:3674 selected by GCV as suggested by Zhang and Chen (2007) so that
the reconstructed curves are nearly i:i:d within groups. Based on the reconstructed
growth curves, we are interested in testing if the boys and the girls have the same
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mean heights over the period from Year 1 to Year 18 as well as in some specied
growth periods between Year 1 and Year 18.
Figure 4.1 The Berkeley growth data (after local polynomial construction):
(a) growth curves for 39 boys; (b) growth curves for 54 girls; (c) mean growth
curves and pointwise condence bands for boys (solid) and girls (dashed); and (d)



















































The smoothed growth curves of boys and girls are displayed in Panels (a) and
(b) of Figure 4.1 respectively. Panel (c) shows the mean heights of boys (solid)
and girls (dashed) together with their 95% pointwise condence bands. Panel (d)
displays the standard deviation (STD) curves of boys (solid) and girls (dashed).
From Panels (a), (b) and (c), it is seen that the mean growth curves of boys and
girls are close to each other in their childhood (Year 1 to Year 13) and they are
dierent in their teenage (Year 13 to Year 18). This observation may be formally
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tested by the F -type test ECF (Shen and Faraway 2004), the L2-norm based test
ECL2 (Zhang and Chen 2007) and our L2-norm based test UCL2 proposed in this
chapter. Recall that the rst two testing procedures need to assume that the boys
and the girls have the same covariance structure while our new procedure does not
need to make such an assumption. From Panel (d), it is seen that the STD curves
of boys and girls are close to each other in their infancy (Year 1 to Year 4) but
they are dierent in their post infancy (Year 4 to Year 13), and are quite dierent
in their teenage. To check the eects of the covariance structure dierences of boys
and girls to these three testing procedures, we applied them (with the resolution
dimensionM = 1000) respectively to the smoothed growth curves of boys and girls
over the above three growth periods and over the whole growth period.
Table 4.4 displays the signicance test results. Column 1 lists the growth peri-
ods: the infancy ([1; 4)), the post infancy ([4; 13)), the teenage ([13; 18]), and the
whole growth period ([1; 18]). Columns 2, 3, and 4 list the P -values of ECF;ECL2
and UCL2 when all the data of n1 = 39 boys and n2 = 54 girls are used. It is
seen that all the three testing procedures lead to essentially the same conclusions
about the tests. Since the sample sizes of boys and girls are so large that the
conclusions made from the three tests were not strongly aected by the covariance
function heteroscedasticity, say, over the teenage and whole periods. However, the
eect of heteroscedasticity can be very serious when we reduce the sample sizes
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substantially, e.g., using only the growth curves of the rst 10 boys and the rst 4
girls. In this case, the rst two procedures cannot detect the signicant dierences
between boys and girls over the whole period but our new procedure UCL2 can;
see Columns 5-7 of the table for the associated P -values.
4.5 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we studied the two-sample BF problem for functional data. Our
contributions include: (1) the well-known BF problem for univariate or multivariate
data is now extended to functional data, which will have wider applications with
quick development of modern science and technology; (2) the UCL2 test for the
two-sample functional BF problem is proposed and studied; (3) the asymptotic
power of the UCL2 test under a sequence of local alternatives is established and
it shows that under some regularity conditions, the UCL2 test is
p
n-consistent;
and (4) to well approximate the null distribution of the UCL2 test, a two cumulant
matched 2-approximation method with the unknown parameters estimated using
a naive method is proposed and studied.
In this chapter, for easy presentation and for the tradition of the BF problem,
we made the assumption that the two functional samples are i:i:d: from two Gaus-
sian processes. In practice this assumption may not be satised or it is dicult to
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check. Take the Berkeley growth data for example, it is not known if the growth
curves of boys and girls are the realizations of two Gaussian processes. Fortu-
nately, our L2-norm based testing procedure UCL2 is still applicable even when
the underlying processes are not Gaussian. This is because, by the central limit
theorem, the expression (4.4) is still valid , i.e., the process z(t) dened there is
still asymptotically Gaussian even when the underlying processes are not Gaussian.
This guarantees that all the asymptotic results stated in Section 4.2 are valid.
In practice, we may encounter some BF problems for several functional samples.
Extending the proposed UCL2 test to the multi-sample BF problems is interest-
ing and challenging. In view of the drawbacks of Cuevas, Febrero and Fraiman's
(2004) approach mentioned in the introduction, further study in this direction is
warranted.
4.6 Appendix
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1 Since tr(l) < 1; l = 1; 2 and 0 <  < 1, we have
tr(z) < 1. Thus, z(s; t) has the singular value decomposition (4.6). It follows
from (4.4) that R(t) =
Pm
r=1 rr(t); where r =
R
T R(t)r(t)dt; r = 1; : : : ;m,
which are independent and E(r) = 0; var(r) = r. By the denition of r given
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in Theorem 4.2.1, we have z(t) = n






























due to the orthonormality of the eigenfunctions r(t); r = 1; : : : ;1, on the interval
T . Since R(t) is a Gaussian process, we have that r=
p
r
i:i:d: N(0; 1) for r =
1; : : : ;m. Hence (r+n
1=2r)






Note that z(t)  GP(z; n), where n = n1=n1 + n2=n2. Then following the











where rn; r = 1;    ;m are the eigenvalues of n and Arn  2(n 1rn 2r). Note
that limn!1n = z and especially when n1=n = 1, n = z. Then we have










Proof of Theorem 4.2.2 Notice that for any xed (s; t) 2 T 2, by the law of
large numbers, it is easy to show that as n!1, ^z(s; t) a:s: ! z(s; t). Since T is
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a nite interval and ^z(t; t) and ^
2




































almost surely. Under the given assumptions, both tr(z) and tr(

2
z ) are nite and
nonzero, it follows that as n ! 1, ^ a:s: ! ; and d^ a:s: ! d: Thus, the estimated
critical value T^ = ^
2
d^;
a:s: ! 2d; = T 0 The theorem is proved.
Proof of Theorem 4.2.3 Under the given conditions, by Theorem 4.2.2, as n!
1, we have T^ a:s: ! T 0. The theorem then follows directly from (4.14).
Proof of Theorem 4.2.4 First of all, under the given conditions, by (4.13) and
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Tn   [tr(z) + n1 !kuk2]p
2tr(




































In the above, we use the facts that the rst term is op(1) and the second term
is asymptotically normally distributed as N(0; 1). These two facts can be easily
checked by noting that tr(
2z ) <1 by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 2 > 0
since r 6= 0 for at least one r for r 2 f1; : : : ;mg. The theorem is proved.








T 0   [tr(z) + n1 !kuk2]p
2tr(





Since T 0   tr(z) and tr(
2z ) are nite, and 2 > 0 as showed in the proof of











which obviously tends to 1 as n!1. The theorem is proved.
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Table 4.1 Empirical sizes and powers of the three testing procedures when the
sample sizes are equal.
a2 n1 n2 Test  = 0 0.1200 0.2500 0.3700 0.5000 0.6200
1 10 10 ECF 0.0365 0.0730 0.2070 0.4410 0.7256 0.9096
ECL2&UCL2 0.0446 0.0855 0.2319 0.4719 0.7512 0.9226
15 15 ECF 0.0400 0.1010 0.3336 0.6568 0.9186 0.9875
ECL2&UCL2 0.0455 0.1116 0.3518 0.6736 0.9258 0.9893
20 20 ECF 0.0417 0.1254 0.4512 0.8081 0.9760 0.9983
ECL2&UCL2 0.0455 0.1327 0.4641 0.8171 0.9781 0.9983
5 10 10 ECF 0.0343 0.0490 0.0868 0.1431 0.2583 0.4002
ECL2&UCL2 0.0421 0.0607 0.1017 0.1656 0.2889 0.4313
15 15 ECF 0.0386 0.0597 0.1246 0.2354 0.4206 0.6069
ECL2&UCL2 0.0444 0.0668 0.1355 0.2500 0.4404 0.6269
20 20 ECF 0.0424 0.0605 0.1625 0.3317 0.5657 0.7730
ECL2&UCL2 0.0460 0.0660 0.1712 0.3468 0.5802 0.7830
10 10 10 ECF 0.0361 0.0399 0.0591 0.0906 0.1509 0.2138
ECL2&UCL2 0.0445 0.0475 0.0710 0.1052 0.1734 0.2426
15 15 ECF 0.0374 0.0505 0.0818 0.1424 0.2365 0.3510
ECL2&UCL2 0.0430 0.0577 0.0914 0.1546 0.2527 0.3715
20 20 ECF 0.0440 0.0548 0.1074 0.1830 0.3195 0.4755
ECL2&UCL2 0.0489 0.0598 0.1141 0.1945 0.3316 0.4893
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Table 4.2 Empirical sizes and powers of the three testing procedures when the
sample sizes are small and unequal.
a2 n1 n2 Test  = 0 0.1200 0.2500 0.3700 0.5000 0.6200
1 10 15 ECF 0.0427 0.0887 0.2628 0.5387 0.8250 0.9591
ECL2 0.0494 0.0988 0.2832 0.5624 0.8385 0.9637
UCL2 0.0483 0.0965 0.2800 0.5550 0.8370 0.9623
15 20 ECF 0.0452 0.1105 0.3877 0.7342 0.9533 0.9952
ECL2 0.0495 0.1195 0.4027 0.7477 0.9577 0.9958
UCL2 0.0489 0.1179 0.4007 0.7466 0.9568 0.9956
15 10 ECF 0.0393 0.0805 0.2570 0.5409 0.8240 0.9612
ECL2 0.0446 0.0911 0.2814 0.5674 0.8390 0.9667
UCL2 0.0436 0.0918 0.2791 0.5595 0.8354 0.9655
20 15 ECF 0.0431 0.1090 0.3822 0.7324 0.9506 0.9963
ECL2 0.0472 0.1179 0.3964 0.7461 0.9552 0.9967
UCL2 0.0483 0.1183 0.3935 0.7436 0.9542 0.9967
5 10 15 ECF 0.0122 0.0169 0.0447 0.1109 0.2219 0.3832
ECL2 0.0158 0.0204 0.0516 0.1207 0.2398 0.4101
UCL2 0.0472 0.0628 0.1263 0.2440 0.4148 0.6033
15 20 ECF 0.0168 0.0274 0.0895 0.2019 0.4049 0.6259
ECL2 0.0188 0.0321 0.0959 0.2158 0.4217 0.6416
UCL2 0.0484 0.0702 0.1675 0.3251 0.5559 0.7604
15 10 ECF 0.0994 0.1246 0.1961 0.3048 0.4539 0.6136
ECL2 0.1123 0.1386 0.2148 0.3275 0.4815 0.6392
UCL2 0.0428 0.0547 0.1004 0.1847 0.3019 0.4576
20 15 ECF 0.0832 0.1096 0.2121 0.3669 0.5720 0.7548
ECL2 0.0899 0.1182 0.2246 0.3825 0.5888 0.7665
UCL2 0.0442 0.0624 0.1398 0.2678 0.4612 0.6553
10 10 15 ECF 0.0089 0.0108 0.0222 0.0441 0.0906 0.1576
ECL2 0.0105 0.0130 0.0256 0.0512 0.1043 0.1766
UCL2 0.0456 0.0553 0.0891 0.1491 0.2499 0.3613
15 20 ECF 0.0134 0.0201 0.0411 0.0955 0.1804 0.3092
ECL2 0.0157 0.0229 0.0455 0.1031 0.1936 0.3273
UCL2 0.0437 0.0634 0.1040 0.1974 0.3225 0.4861
15 10 ECF 0.1260 0.1313 0.1676 0.2317 0.3208 0.4233
ECL2 0.1411 0.1469 0.1857 0.2518 0.3448 0.4482
UCL2 0.0448 0.0508 0.0677 0.1084 0.1694 0.2478
20 15 ECF 0.0957 0.1101 0.1641 0.2519 0.3751 0.5167
ECL2 0.1037 0.1206 0.1753 0.2663 0.3920 0.5321
UCL2 0.0452 0.0530 0.0920 0.1561 0.2553 0.3826
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Table 4.3 Empirical sizes and powers of the three testing procedures when the
sample sizes are large and unequal.
a2 n1 n2 Test  = 0 0.0800 0.1700 0.2600 0.3500 0.4300
1 30 50 ECF 0.0492 0.1200 0.4190 0.7929 0.9705 0.9977
ECL2 0.0512 0.1228 0.4254 0.7977 0.9722 0.9980
UCL2 0.0504 0.1221 0.4228 0.7923 0.9707 0.9979
60 80 ECF 0.0451 0.1924 0.6928 0.9725 0.9998 1.0000
ECL2 0.0462 0.1951 0.6958 0.9729 0.9998 1.0000
UCL2 0.0459 0.1949 0.6955 0.9730 0.9998 1.0000
50 30 ECF 0.0486 0.1189 0.4092 0.7911 0.9701 0.9973
ECL2 0.0506 0.1228 0.4159 0.7962 0.9707 0.9974
UCL2 0.0513 0.1229 0.4153 0.7930 0.9706 0.9975
80 60 ECF 0.0510 0.1924 0.6867 0.9721 0.9998 1.0000
ECL2 0.0521 0.1953 0.6902 0.9728 0.9998 1.0000
UCL2 0.0519 0.1945 0.6892 0.9731 0.9998 1.0000
5 30 50 ECF 0.0085 0.0201 0.0667 0.1923 0.4093 0.6420
ECL2 0.0091 0.0211 0.0686 0.1973 0.4160 0.6493
UCL2 0.0458 0.0789 0.1841 0.3921 0.6456 0.8300
60 80 ECF 0.0194 0.0505 0.1913 0.4930 0.7931 0.9480
ECL2 0.0199 0.0513 0.1935 0.4976 0.7948 0.9486
UCL2 0.0471 0.0965 0.2979 0.6192 0.8765 0.9740
50 30 ECF 0.1385 0.1829 0.3031 0.4830 0.6874 0.8332
ECL2 0.1433 0.1878 0.3088 0.4901 0.6937 0.8361
UCL2 0.0464 0.0678 0.1426 0.2832 0.4874 0.6659
80 60 ECF 0.0939 0.1520 0.3543 0.6320 0.8760 0.9651
ECL2 0.0950 0.1544 0.3565 0.6346 0.8775 0.9655
UCL2 0.0495 0.0878 0.2481 0.5160 0.8034 0.9348
10 30 50 ECF 0.0048 0.0098 0.0285 0.0745 0.1616 0.2923
ECL2 0.0054 0.0102 0.0299 0.0778 0.1653 0.2989
UCL2 0.0501 0.0606 0.1264 0.2464 0.4023 0.5786
60 80 ECF 0.0173 0.0299 0.0926 0.2350 0.4534 0.6815
ECL2 0.0175 0.0307 0.0944 0.2378 0.4576 0.6850
UCL2 0.0474 0.0762 0.1805 0.3794 0.6199 0.8152
50 30 ECF 0.1845 0.2031 0.2728 0.3742 0.5152 0.6448
ECL2 0.1883 0.2083 0.2790 0.3795 0.5213 0.6488
UCL2 0.0513 0.0567 0.0984 0.1620 0.2722 0.3970
80 60 ECF 0.1072 0.1466 0.2574 0.4378 0.6493 0.8158
ECL2 0.1094 0.1488 0.2601 0.4410 0.6519 0.8181
UCL2 0.0495 0.0722 0.1533 0.3001 0.5096 0.7045
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Table 4.4 P -values for signicance tests of the mean growth curves of boys and
girls of the Berkeley growth data (the resolution dimension M = 1000).
Period n1 = 39; n2 = 54 n1 = 10; n2 = 4
[a; b] ECF ECL2 UCL2 ECF ECL2 UCL2
[1; 4) 6:72 10 3 5:64 10 3 5:33 10 3 0.6157 0.6072 0.5033
[4; 13) 3:16 10 1 3:14 10 1 3:05 10 1 0.5307 0.5191 0.4068
[13; 18] 7:21 10 11 2:64 10 13 9:21 10 13 0.0473 0.0274 0.0001




In this thesis, we have studied some hypothesis testing problems for functional
data. We have proposed and studied some tests for one-way ANOVA, two-way
ANOVA and two-sample Behrens-Fisher problems.
A GPF test was rstly proposed for one-way ANOVA models via globalizing
the classical pointwise F -test in Chapter 2. However, it is dicult to nd the exact
null distribution of the test statistic. We have proved that the GPF test statistic
was a 2-mixture. Thus the null distribution can be approximated by a 2 random
variable multiplied by a constant. The coecient and degree of freedom can be
estimated by matching the rst two moments of the 2-mixtures. As showed by the
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simulation studies conducted in Chapter 2, the 2-approximation works well under
several dierent sample sizes and covariance structures. As a nice summary of the
pointwise F -type test of Ramsay and Sliverman (2005), the GPF test is useful to
give a global assessment for the main eect of the factor in the one-way ANOVA
problem. The main results of Chapter 2 were included in Zhang and Liang (2012)
which was submitted for a possible publication.
Then the L2-norm test and F -type test were proposed and studied for two-way
ANOVA models for Gaussian and non-Gaussian functional data in Chapter 3. We
studied how to form the test statistics, how to approximate the null distributions of
the two tests and studied their asymptotical powers. We also conducted intensive
simulation studies to compare the two tests under Gaussian and non-Gaussian
assumptions. A real data example is used to illustrate the methodologies. The
work in this chapter will be included in a paper which will be submitted very soon
for a possible publication.
In functional data analysis, it is interesting to test whether the mean functions
of k functional samples are equal. This problem is known as k sample problem
for functional data which is equivalent to the one-way ANOVA problem discussed
in Chapter 2. The L2-norm based test and the F -type test performs well for
this problem if the covariance functions of the k samples are the same or ho-
mogeneous. However, when this covariance function homogeneity assumption is
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not satised, the associated k-sample problem is known as the k-sample Behrens-
Fisher problem (Zhang and Xu 2009). This problem is very challenging for gen-
eral k although the bootstrap method proposed by Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman
(2004) and the random-projection based procedure proposed by Cuesta-Albertos
and Febrero (2010) can be used. We proposed the unequal covariance L2-norm
based test, namely, UCL2 test for k = 2 in Chapter 4. The approach is dierent
from the transformation method by Zhang and Xu (2009), the bootstrap method
by Cuevas, Febrero, and Fraiman (2004) and the random-projection based pro-
cedure proposed by Cuesta-Albertos and Febrero (2010). By some simulations
presented in Chapter 4, we see that this UCL2 test performed as well as the usual
L2-norm and F -type tests when the covariance functions of the two samples are
actually equal, while when the covariance function homogeneity assumption is not
satised, the UCL2 test outperformed the usual L2-norm based and F -type tests.
The work in Chapter 4 has been included in Zhang, Liang, and Xiao (2010). This
approach can be extended to the case when k is a general integer. Further work in
this direction is interesting and warranted.
The models considered in this thesis can be considered as special functional
linear models with functional responses and one or two time-independent categori-
cal covariate variables. In many scientic research settings, however, the covariate
variables may also be functional. Xu, Shen, Yang and Shoptaw (2010) proposed
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a quasi-F test for this kind of functional linear models. Further study in this
direction is interesting and warranted.
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